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Abstract
Online content posted by Arab users on social networks does not generally abide by the
grammatical and spelling rules. These posts, or comments, are valuable because they contain
users’ opinions towards different objects such as products, policies, institutions, and people.
These opinions constitute important material for commercial and governmental institutions.
Commercial institutions can use these opinions to steer marketing campaigns, optimize their
products and know the weaknesses and/ or strengths of their products. Governmental institutions
can benefit from the social networks posts to detect public opinion before or after legislating a
new policy or law and to learn about the main issues that concern citizens. However, the huge
size of online data and its noisy nature can hinder manual extraction and classification of
opinions present in online comments. Given the irregularity of dialectal Arabic (or informal
Arabic), tools developed for formally correct Arabic are of limited use. This is specifically the
case when employed in sentiment analysis (SA) where the target of the analysis is social media
content. This research implemented a system that addresses this challenge. This work can be
roughly divided into three blocks: building a corpus for SA and manually tagging it to check the
performance of the constructed lexicon-based (LB) classifier; building a sentiment lexicon that
consists of three different sets of patterns (negative, positive, and spam); and finally
implementing a classifier that employs the lexicon to classify Facebook comments. In addition to
providing resources for dialectal Arabic SA and classifying Facebook comments, this work
categorises reasons behind incorrect classification, provides preliminary solutions for some of
them with focus on negation, and uses regular expressions to detect the presence of lexemes.
This work also illustrates how the constructed classifier works along with its different levels of
reporting. Moreover, it compares the performance of the LB classifier against Naïve Bayes
classifier and addresses how NLP tools such as POS tagging and Named Entity Recognition can
be employed in SA. In addition, the work studies the performance of the implemented LB
classifier and the developed sentiment lexicon when used to classify other corpora used in the
literature, and the performance of lexicons used in the literature to classify the corpora
constructed in this research. With minor changes, the classifier can be used in domain
classification of documents (sports, science, news, etc.). The work ends with a discussion of
research questions arising from the research reported.
Keywords: opinion mining, sentiment analysis, social media, Facebook, Arabic language.
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction
1.1 Background and Rationale
“What Women Want” is a 2000 American romantic comedy movie written by Josh Goldsmith
that describes adventures encountered by a marketing executive who accidentally gets the power
of reading women’s mind; using this “superpower”, he becomes able to craft the best marketing
strategies for his company’s products.
Despite the romantic and comic course of the movie, it addresses an important issue, which is the
significance of knowing what people feel. Decisions are affected by opinions: knowing what
others feel towards an object (product, policy, organization, candidate, etc.) can affect decisionmaking. We tend to believe what the majority feel or say towards something. If many people
recommended a restaurant for us, for example, we will most likely have a positive feeling
towards the restaurant. This applies to many other topics. The fast growth of the World Wide
Web (WWW) provided the medium needed to express opinions and to know the opinions of
others. Web 2.0, a term first coined by Dinucci (1999), was formally introduced by O’Reilly
(2005) with user-driven content being the most significant feature. It marked the era where most
websites have rating features that allow a customer or a client to express an opinion about an
object or a service. Some sites also allow users to post textual data that express their opinions.
These opinions are important for many reasons: the owners of the website can know what others
think of their products (or any other object like a candidate or a policy) and changes may be
made accordingly. For example, if many users of a certain mobile phone complained about the
battery life, this is considered an indicator that a problem exists and an action to fix it should be
taken. On the other hand, if a potential customer is searching for a new laptop, he or she may be
influenced by other people’s feedback about a certain brand or model and buy it. If an
organization (political or commercial) knows what people feel towards something, marketing can
be made to target potential customers’ needs, and specific advertisements can be created to
guarantee catching the customers’ attention.
Similarly, if an organization knows what others are complaining about, it can launch new
products and policies to satisfy the targeted audience. For example, if a mobile phone company
11

X knows that customers of another mobile phone company Y are complaining of low camera
resolution, then company X can launch a marketing campaign with a focus on the camera
resolution. If a governmental organization is willing to enact a new policy, knowing what people
think about the policy before it is applied may help in applying the policy in the proper settings
with modifications based on people’s opinions. For all these reasons and many others, it is vital
to know people’s opinions. However, the scale of the task of assessing opinions is of great
significance - the number of online users has increased tremendously to reach 2.2 billion in 2016
and is expected to rise to 2.72 billion in 2019 (“Number of Social Media Users”, 2016). This
makes manual extraction and classification of opinions an infeasible task, and an automated
process is needed that can classify comments present in a large dataset (corpus).
In addition, the WWW is currently involved in all aspects of life: education, advertisement,
business and other fields depend on the WWW because of its availability, simplicity, and ability
to facilitate plenty of services with simple clicks. Moreover, communication and sharing of ideas
are now easier because of the user-friendly interfaces that the WWW provides. The improvement
in network technologies, and specifically the Internet, has allowed users to share different types
of media (text, audio, and video) in a simple and mostly free manner. The implementation of
WWW adopts the client-server model, where users, using client programs (such as Telnet, SSH,
or FTP client) can have access to data hosted on servers. Roughly speaking, the WWW has the
following characteristics (“World-Wide Web”, 2016):
a) The size of online data is huge and continuously growing.
b) The online data are of different types: images, text, audio and video.
c) Backbone of social networks: The WWW hosts different online societies of different
domains such as chat rooms.
d) Web services: Commercial, educational, governmental and other services are now
available through the web.
e) Online data have a noisy nature: Almost all pages, regardless of their content, have noisy
data such as banners, headers and footers, and advertisements that may not be related to
the main content of the page.
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f) Redundancy and discrepancies: Since there is large number of authors, same content may
be hosted online by different authors. Moreover, false data and incorrect content are also
present in huge amounts.
g) Dynamicity: Due to change in policies, customers’ tastes and other elements, online data

are prone to continuous changes in style and content.

1.2 Research Motivation
We chose to work on Arabic language for the following reasons:
1-The significant number of online users which was estimated to be 2.2 billion in 2016 and
expected to rise to 2.72 billion in 2019 (“Number of Social Media Users”, 2016), and therefore
manual extraction and classification of comments written by these users cannot be done
manually and need to be automated. Moreover, the huge number of Arab users indicates that
there are many potential institutions (both governmental and commercial) that would benefit
from the presence of a system that can extract and classify online comments according to their
sentiment.
2-Although Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP) has improved significantly in the last
two decades, it is considered under-resourced when compared to English language, and thus the
research community may benefit from additional resources such as annotated corpora and
sentiment lexicon.
3-This work covers social media, and more precisely, textual data written in Dialectal Arabic
(DA) and posted on Facebook. DA will be referred to as Informal Arabic (IA) hereafter. The
number of Facebook users worldwide exceeded 2.2 billion in April 2018 (Most famous social
network sites 2018, 2018), approximately 141 millions of whom are Arabs (Arabic Speaking
Internet Users Statistics, 2017), who speak different dialects. The third motivation behind this
work is to study the effect of the irregularity of IA on SA; irregularity of IA includes spelling,
grammar, and style of writing.
In this work we refer to DA by IA because we do not differentiate between dialects neither do we
study the association between a specific dialect and the sentiment of a comment. Moreover, none
of the developed resources is dialect-specific.
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1.3 Research Objectives
Due to all the characteristics mentioned earlier (mainly the dynamism and complexity of the
Internet textual data) a potential exists for a system that can extract and classify the opinions
present in these data. This work approaches this challenge and provides annotated resources
(corpora and lexicon) to be used by the research community.
The two main obstacles that face effective classification when dealing with IA are (1) the limited
number and accuracy of tools such as morphological analysers, Part of Speech (POS) taggers,
stemmer, etc., and (2) the scarcity of tagged corpora that can be used to conduct experiments and
the limited research done in this area when compared to what has been done for the English
language. There are different types of classifiers, and these types will be briefly described in
section 2.1. However, regardless of which language they address, they rely on the grammatical
and spelling rules of the language. This characteristic makes them of no use when dealing with
dialects that do not follow such rules. On the other hand, one specific type of classifiers, LB
classifiers, classifies a sentence or a document depending on the semantic polarity or orientation
of its words and phrases. Such classifiers are flexible because they allow for easy maintenance
and allow updates to be made so the classification system can be applied in different domains
(politics, sports, news, etc.). The proposed research objectives are to:


Investigate (identify) classical techniques used in sentiment analysis (SA) with focus on
Arabic language.



Implement an LB sentiment classifier to classify social media (SM) comments written in
IA and investigate how it can provide a better understanding of SA of IA.
o Construct an annotated corpus (large collection of text) to be used for SA.
o Construct an opinionated lexicon (a dictionary that assigns a polarity (positive,
negative, etc.) to words instead of meaning)



Compare the performance of an LB classifier with other Machine Learning classifier such
as Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier.



Identify main reasons behind incorrect sentiment classifications

1.4 Research Questions
Following the rationale mentioned above and the research objectives, the approach developed in
this work provides a potential solution that is not dialect-specific and thus can be applied to IA.
14

Three main questions arise:
1. How can we get better understanding of SA of SM comments written in IA?
2. How can we improve sentiment classification of SM comments?
3. What are the main reasons behind incorrect classification of IA when an LB classifier is
used?

1.5 Research Methods
Research methods can be roughly categorized into two main categories: quantitative methods
that deal with well-defined metrics for success and failure and qualitative methods that deal with
poorly structured data and try to interpret what they mean. They can also be categorized as
deductive methods that are top-down approaches, which start with solid theory and try to narrow
the research down to come with hypotheses to test the theory, and as inductive methods that are
bottom-up approaches, which start from observations and poorly structured data and try to
formulate a specific pattern or behaviour. To answer the research questions, we follow
quantitative/deductive methodology: roughly speaking, we try in this work to classify Facebook
textual comments of two domains (arts and news) as positive, negative, spam, dual and neutral.
A manually built semantic lexicon is used, which contains opinionated words to be used in
classification. Afterwards, we address the different categories of reasons that led to incorrect
classification of comments such as misleading patterns, sarcasm, and negation. This work
provides additional annotated resources to be used in SA of IA. It describes how the resources
were constructed and used, it uses different ML tools along with the LB classifier, and it analyses
different reasons behind incorrect classification and provides potential solutions to some of them.

1.6 Contributions
Itani et al. (2012) explain a comparison between an LB classifier and an NB classifier. Their
initial results show that the LB classifier outperformed the NB classifier. Itani (2017) provides an
annotated corpus of Informal Arabic texts available for public use. The corpus contains 2000 FB
comments written in Informal Arabic and annotated using five labels: positive, negative, dual,
neutral, and spam. Itani et al. (2017a, 2017b) explain the procedure of developing the sentiment
resources for Informal Arabic. Specifically, these works describe how their corpus and lexicon
were constructed and annotated. Chapter 5 provides one approach on how an LB classifier can be
designed. Chapter 6 provides detailed analysis on the categories of errors encountered during
15

classification and discusses possible resolutions to the errors.

This work also compares

classification results of LB and NB classifiers. It studies as well how different NLP tools were
used in SA context. Finally, this research study evaluates the developed corpora and lexicon by
conducting several setups in which the constructed lexicon is used to classify corpora that are
used in the literature. Other setups use different lexicons used in the literature to classify the
developed corpora.

1.7 Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 consists of two parts: context background and literature review. The context
background aims to introduce the main terminologies and concepts that the reader needs to know
before reading the literature review and other chapters. It starts by introducing the platform of
data mining, and then it introduces different schools, algorithms, and definitions. The literature
review discusses similar works and different techniques adopted and ends by summarizing the
limitations that hinder sentiment classification, specifically for Arabic language.
Chapter 3 discusses the research methodology followed and how it adheres to the aims and
objectives of the present work.
Chapter 4 describes, in chronological order, the phases followed in our work and the building
blocks of our classifier. It explains how the corpus and the lexicon were built, and how a specific
feature of a Regular Expression (RE) was used in the construction process.
Chapter 5 shows implementation details and how different pieces are put together. It also
describes the user interface of the implemented system.
Chapter 6 discusses the validity of the proposed approach when compared against the literature.
It provides detailed analysis of results and compares them to results ML classifier, including
categories of errors encountered, suggests an approach to resolve negation, and suggests a
potential resolution to sarcasm.
Chapter 7 concludes our outcomes along with the remaining limitations, provides
recommendations, and identifies future goals. The detailed dissertation outline can be found in
the table of content.
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Summary
Chapter 1 explains how the growth of WWW and social media specifically provided a platform
for online users to express their opinions towards different objects. It explains why these
opinions are important for decision makers and the infeasibility of manual classification of the
sentiment of these opinions. The chapter specifies the research motivations, objectives, and the
questions. It also specifies the main contributions of this work: (1) creating new resources for SA
of informal Arabic, (2) using an LB classifier to classify textual data, (3) analysing the reasons
behind incorrect classification, (4) comparing LB to NB classifiers, (5) comparing the
performance of developed lexicon when used to classify different corpora, and (6) comparing the
results of using lexicons used in literature to classify developed corpora. The chapter ends by
outlining the remaining of the dissertation.
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CHAPTER 2: Context and Literature
2.1 Introduction
This work is one approach towards building an LB classifier that is not dialect-specific, in
addition to providing new resources (corpora and lexicon) for SA of IA. Given its major effect
on SA, we also studied the effect of negation on SA. Additionally, we studied the performance of
our lexicon when tried on different corpora, as well as trying other lexicons on our corpora. We
also compared our LB classification results against NB classification results.
Sections 2.2 briefly explains some paradigms that may be used in the research mentioned in the
literature review, and not because they were adopted in this work. The topics include data mining
basics and illustrate the use of association rules. They also cover the means by which a classifier
is evaluated, the most commonly used supervised learning classifiers, and a summary about
unsupervised learning. Afterwards, section 2.3 provides literature review related to SA in
general, SA in SM, Arabic, NLP, Arabic SA, and negation. Section 2.4 covers negation
literature.

2.2 Research Context
2.2.1 Data Mining
Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), also known as data mining, is used to identify useful
information hidden in data. Data mining can be applied to texts, images, databases, online
webpages and other sources. Data mining employs NLP, ML, artificial intelligence (AI),
mathematics, information retrieval (IR) and other fields. The major mining processes are
association rule mining (to discover interrelation between variables within a data source),
supervised learning (also known as classification), and unsupervised learning (also known as
clustering). Data mining usually starts by pre-processing in which noisy parts of data are taken
out. For example, if data mining is being applied on web pages, data mining starts by taking out
unnecessary data such as Hyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML) tags, timestamps and other
irrelevant data. Afterwards, a data mining approach is used to operate on raw data and produce
useful knowledge. The last step in data mining is to evaluate the quality of knowledge extracted
to see whether they are useful or not. Classical data mining uses structured data such as those
stored in relational databases. On the other hand, and due to the quick growth of WWW, a new
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branch of data mining, web mining, attracted many researchers due to the importance of data
available online.

2.2.2 Association Rules
The aim of association rules is to find correlations connecting data components of a data source,
such as tables of a database, or fields of a table (Agrawal et al., 1993). One typical example is
extracting association rules governing the items bought from a supermarket. For example, we
may find out that in 90% of the times, when chips are bought, a soft drink is bought. Such
information can be used in placing the two products next to each other to increase the sales of
both. Briefly, the concept of association rules can be summarized as follows: given a set I of
items and a set T of transactions where each element in T is a set of items subset or equal to I, an
association rule can be represented as follows:
AB, given that A is a subset of I, B is subset of I and A∩B=ɸ
A and B are called item sets. In other words, association rules’ aim is to find all rules in set of
transactions T that have specific values of support and confidence, where support is the ratio of
transactions containing A U B, and confidence is the ratio of transactions in T containing A that
contains B (Agrawal et al., 1993). Different algorithms exist for finding these rules such as
Apriori algorithm, PrefixSpan algorithms and others.

2.2.3 Supervised Learning
The intuition behind this kind of mining is to learn new knowledge based on previous
experience, where an experience is represented as computer data records (Caruana and
Niculescu-Mizil, 2006). Each record is described by a set of features or attributes and one of
these attributes is considered a target attribute or class. The aim of a supervised learning process
is to create a classifier that can find a relation between attributes and the class in order to be able
to predict the class when given unseen records where the class value is unknown. In other words,
the classifier will learn from a set of examples a function that relates the attributes to the class.
The data used by the classifier to learn the relation between attributes and the class is known as
training data (Datatrain). Afterwards, when a relation is found, the classifier is fed with another set
of unseen data, also known as test data (Datatest), to check the efficiency of the learning process.
For this process to be successful, the test data should not be used in the learning process, and in
order to check the efficiency of the classifier, the class of the test records should be known so
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that they can be compared against the class predicted by the classifier. One example would be
weather prediction. Given the temperature, humidity, wind speed, and the class “will rain”, we
need to train a classifier that will learn from some records and finds a relation between values of
fields and the value of the class. Afterwards, a different set of records will be used to check
whether the classifier is able to predict the class of records. The efficiency of classification can
be measured by computing the percentage of correct predictions out of total number of test
records.

2.2.4 Evaluating Classifiers
When a classifier is created, its accuracy should be tested before deploying it. We mentioned
earlier that test data could be used for this purpose, by dividing the number of correctly classified
instances (of the test data) by the total number of instances. This measure is known as accuracy.
When comparing performance of different classifiers, we usually compare their accuracy when
given the same classification task, i.e., when given the same training and test data.
Given processed data (data ready to be input to a classifier), the data is split into two parts:
Datatrain and Datatest. The size of each set depends on the overall all size of data and the way in
which data is collected. If data collection is an on-going process, the data collected earlier can
serve as training data, and the ones collected later will serve as test data (under the assumption
that there is no significant change over time.). Cross validation offers a useful approach to
increase confidence in learning results. The data set is divided into n distinct sets, n-1 of these
sets will be used for training and the remaining set will be used for testing. The process is
repeated n times by changing the n-1 sets used for training and the set used for testing, average
accuracy is then used to evaluate the classifier. As mentioned earlier, test data should not be seen
by the classifier during training. 10-fold cross validation is commonly used.
In some classification tasks, we need to know whether a data record has a specific class or not. In
such binary classification, the class which we are interested to detect is called positive class; the
other classes are called negative classes. Usually in such cases, our class of interest is a minority
among total instances. For example, if we are classifying online email registration requests as
legitimate or not, and assuming that the majority of these requests are legitimate, using the
accuracy as a measure would be misleading since it does not reflect the efficiency of the
classifier. Assume that in 3 out of 100 instances, the request is fake, so by classifying all requests
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as legitimate, the accuracy will be 97% without actually classifying anything or detecting the
class that it was supposed to detect. That is why more effective evaluation criteria are considered
such as the F-measure that is used mainly in SA context (Agarwal et al., 2011; Abdul-Mageed
and Diab, 2014, Korayem et al., 2012).
The F-measure is more precise in evaluating classifiers. It depends on two parameters: precision
and recall. Both parameters are used in a confusion matrix that shows results predicted by
classifiers and actual results (test data have known class values to be used in evaluating the
classifier). The confusion matrix consists of four entries: true positive (TP), true negative (TN),
false positive (FN), and false negative (FN):
TP: number of correctly classified positive instances
TN: number of correctly classified negative instances
FP: number of incorrectly classified negative instances
FN: number of incorrectly classified positive instances
Table 1 shows the confusion matrix that relates the four parameters mentioned above (TP, TN,
FP, and FN):
Table 1 - Classification Confusion matrix

Actual Positive Actual Negative
Classified as Positive
TP
FN
Classified as Negative
FP
TN
After defining the four classification possibilities (TP, TN, FP, FN) and computing their values,
they can be used to determine the values of precision (P), recall (R), and F1-measure according
to the following formulas:

𝑃=

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃

Equation 1-Precision
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𝑅=

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

Equation 2-Recall

𝐹1 =

2∗𝑃∗𝑅
𝑃+𝑅

Equation 3-F1-Measure

It is worth mentioning that other variants of this formula exist such as F2-measure that gives
higher weight to recall than precision or F0.5-measure that gives higher weight to precision than
recall. However, in data mining context, F1-measure is the most commonly used formula
(Doreswamy, 2012). When dealing with binary classification, an average F-measure can be used
when more than two classes are available, each time setting the target class as the positive class,
and all the rest combined as the negative class. The average F-measure is the measure adopted in
this work.

2.2.5 Decision Trees
One other supervised learning approach is decision trees. Its high accuracy and ease of
implementation makes it one of the most commonly used classifiers. Each node in the tree
represents a test (like an if-statement) of one feature of the data record, leaves of the tree
represents the class of each branch of the tree given the values of the tests at each node. The
main algorithm used to build decision trees is called ID3 and was introduced by Quinlan (1987).
ID3 typically uses greedy search algorithm.

2.2.6 NB Classifiers
NB classifier is a probabilistic classifier that assumes independence of attributes (Doreswamy,
2012). Given a data set D, let the attributes x1 through xn represent attributes of each record in D.
Let C represent the set of values c1 through ck of the class attribute. Given an instance y with a1
through an as values of attributes, the NB classification will select ci with highest probability
according to the following formula:
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Pr(𝐶 = 𝑐𝑖|𝑥1 = 𝑎1, … , 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛) =

Pr(𝑥1 = 𝑎1, … , 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛|𝐶 = 𝑐𝑖) Pr(𝐶 = 𝑐𝑖)
Pr(𝑥1 = 𝑎1, … , 𝑥𝑛 = 𝑎𝑛)

Equation 4-NB Posterior Probability

Assuming the independence of attributes is invalid in most applications, however, results
achieved by many researchers show that the NB classifier is efficient in text classification despite
the invalidity of the assumption of independence of attributes (Rish, 2001).

2.2.7 Support Vector Machines
Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifiers are among the most efficient classifiers when the
number of attributes is high (Amancio et al., 2014). SVM is a linear learning approach that uses
binary classifiers. The main intuition behind SVM is to set a boundary between positive and
negative instances. To do this, it finds a function g(x) (no need to know what the function is
when using SVM) that classifies x (where is the input vector with n attributes) as positive if g(x)
is non-negative and negative otherwise.
Graphically, the hyperplane created by the function will split the input into two parts, one
containing the positive instances and the other containing the negative instances. The line that
corresponds to the linear function found by SVM separates negative and positive instances.
In short, SVM, aims to find a maximal margin decision boundary that separates the two classes.
If the two classes cannot be linearly separated, the boundary is found by transforming the input
space (all instances of the data set D) into an n-dimensional space instead of a hyperplane and
the separation becomes a plane instead of a straight line. Nonetheless, there are a few drawbacks
to be considered when SVM is used:


SVM operates in real space, so if the attributes are not numeric, they should be converted
to numbers before SVM can be used. This can be done by representing each attribute by
another attribute of Boolean value that will be 1 if the attribute exists and 0 if it does not.



SVM can be used as a binary classifier. If more than two classes exist, SVM cannot be
used directly, and major modifications should be applied before using SVM.



The hyperplanes created by SVM are nontrivial and understanding them visually is a hard
task for humans.
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2.2.8 k-Nearest Neighbours (kNN)
Decision trees, NB, and SVM classifiers learn models from training data then apply this
knowledge on test data. kNN is different in that it does not learn models from training data. It
only learns a model when trying to classify a test data. Given a training data D, kNN will not use
records of D to learn models. It will compare each instance d of the test data with instances
present in D, and then it will check the similarity between d and every record of D. kNN will
then assign to d the most frequent class that occurred in neighbours of d. The core component
that will determine the efficiency of this approach is the selection of the function to be used
when computing similarity. The function may be classical Euclidean distance. Some researches
(Yang and Liu, 1999) claimed that the kNN can be as efficient as SVM classifiers.

2.1.9 Unsupervised Learning
Unlike supervised learning that tries to find a relation between values of attributes and the class
attribute, the class attribute does not exist in some applications. In other words, in supervised
learning there are input variables (a) and an output variable (b), and the objective is to map the
input to the output. On the other hand, unsupervised learning aims to model the distribution in
the data in order to learn more about it. In such cases, the unsupervised classifiers tend to divide
the input space into clusters based on similarity among instances with each cluster including
similar instances. Each record can be thought of as a point in n-dimensional space where n is
number of attributes of each data instance. Similar to the kNN classifier, a function is needed to
check whether instances are similar to each other (this similarity is the distance separating two
points, where each point is a data instance). The choice of the similarity functions depends on the
nature of data being clustered, specifically whether the attributes are numeric or nominal. One
typical application where clustering can be used is to categorize a set of documents according to
their similarity: sports, arts, news, etc.

2.2.10 Web Mining
The main difference between data mining and web mining is the nature and structure of data.
This difference leads to a change of algorithms and tools used in both cases. IR aims to retrieve
documents that fit a query submitted by a user. For example, if the user query is “how to make
hot chocolate”, the objective is to retrieve documents that are relevant to the keywords of the
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query, and thus help answer the query. Efficiency of IR systems is assessed by the precision and
recall of retrieved documents given the user’s query statement.

2.2.11 Information Retrieval
In IR context, the document is considered to be the smallest unit of data. The major objective of
IR is to retrieve set of documents from a bigger set given a query. For instance, consider a set of
1000 documents covering 3 topics: arts, sports, and news. If the user wants to retrieve only
documents related to sports then a query containing keywords (such as new, space, and
technology) may be used for this purpose. The effectiveness of the IR system is then measure by
the relevance of retrieved documents. Consider a search engine; if the user entered a search
phrase such as “best coffee shops in France”, millions of documents may be retrieved, however,
the order in which the relevant pages are ranked is what make a search engine better than others
(Frakes and Baeza-Yates, 1999; Baeza-Yates and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Grossman and Frieder,
2012; Büttcher et al., 2016).
A model in IR context defines how queries and documents/pages are to be represented and
specifies the criteria to determine which documents are relevant to the query. The three main
models are language model, Boolean model, and vector space model. These three models
consider the documents and queries as “terms’ or “bag of words’ regardless to their sequence in
the documents and queries.
Language Model: This model depends mainly on probability. For each candidate document, the
documents are ranked according to the likelihood of the query being relevant.
Boolean Model: each term in the document will have a weight of 0 or 1 if it contains terms from
the query. Each document is then represented by a vector where each term, or word, in the
document is either present or not. Documents are then retrieved if there is an exact match
between the query and the query. Logical operators (And, Or, Not) can be used to limit the
number of retrieved documents.
Vector space model: In this model, each term in the document is given a weight, not necessarily
0 or 1. Several variations of his model exist; a document is retrieved according to their relevance
to the query.
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2.2.12 Evaluation
The concepts of precision and recall as used in ML (see 2.1.4) are also used in IR, since the
retrieval can be viewed as selecting documents in a class matching the user's query. A precisionrecall curve and confusion matrix can also be used (Davis and Goadrich, 2006).

2.2.13 Pre-processing
Common pre-processing techniques include removing stopwords and stemming. Stopwords are
frequent words that do not contribute to the selection process, words such as articles, pronouns
and prepositions. Stemming means normalizing different syntactical variants of a word to the
main stem; this will decrease the number of words in the documents and improve the
performance of the models. Pre-processing also includes removing redundancies, numbers, and
other word types that are considered irrelevant.
For the specifics of web mining, html tags are considered irrelevant and are removed from the
document prior to applying the model; some of these tags however may help to specify which
parts of the text are more important than others.

2.2.14 Crawling
Given the huge amount of online data, programs are needed that can automatically download
data, this can be done using crawlers (Pant et al., 2004). Crawlers are automated processes that
are used to visit online pages, download them, and store them in some repository. Crawlers then
use the links in visited pages to identify which other pages to visit. Since these pages are not
static, crawlers are designed to cope with the dynamic nature of online content. One of the basic
usages of crawlers is business intelligence where companies can collect data posted on
competitors’ websites, another usage would be to automatically collect email addresses online to
use them later on for marketing purposes; crawlers can also be used to prepare corpora. Crawling
starts by visiting a root uniform resource locator (url) then it visits hyperlinks present on the page
and download contents of target pages. The process continues until all pages have been
downloaded or until the target number of pages has been reached. Although implementation
details of commercial crawlers cannot be known, different theoretical aspects of implementing
crawling algorithms were addressed by different researchers (Pant et al., 2004; De Bra and Post,
1994; Chakrabarti et al., 1999; Cho et al., 1998; Cho and Garcia-Molina, 1999).
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2.2.15 Social Media
Social media constitute friendly web-based platforms to socialize and share opinions. The
number of users of social networks exceeded 2 billion users (“Social Networking Statistics”,
2014) with 1.4 billion using Facebook. The advancement in mobile phones technologies and
tablets contributed to the rapid growth of these networks. Social networks can be roughly divided
into seven categories (White, 2014): academic (such as Academia.edu), professional (such as
Linkedin), multimedia sharing (such as Youtube and Flickr), social connections (such as
Facebook and Twitter), educational (such as The Student Room), informational (such as Do It
Yourself Community), and hobbies (such as Oh My Bloom). The growth of social networks and
its social and political effects were studied in (Backstrom et al., 2006; Haythornthwaite, 2005;
Trusov et al., 2009).

2.2.16 Content, Usage, and Structure Mining
Web mining extracts useful information from the unstructured data of webpages. This
knowledge may be part of the webpage content, structure or logs of usage. We briefly explain
each of these aspects of web mining:
Content Mining: This is the closest to the classical data mining; it includes classifying different
webpages according to their content (politics, sports, etc.) It also includes mining content of
pages and classifies them according the sentiment present in them (negative, positive, etc.), or
extracts any other target type of information from these pages. Due to the unstructured nature of
these data, classical data mining techniques and database design approaches had to be modified
to fit the new type of data (Mobasher et al., 2000; Liu and Chen-Chuan-Chang, 2004; Shyu et al.,
2007).
Usage Mining: this branch tends to discover patterns in which users browse a website: what do
they focus on, which locations can be used to place ads, which sequence of clicks is followed by
users, and in which sequence users may go from one webpage to another. This can be done by
checking server logs to see the navigation sequence of users, such patterns of navigation can help
in cross marketing; if we can know which page or parts of the pages attract users more than
others, ads can be placed accordingly. Some users are interested in textual data whereas others
are interested in multimedia. This can be known after analysing the usage patterns of users
(Srivastava et al., 2000; Mobasher et al., 2000; Spiliopoulou, 2000).
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Structure mining: given that webpages are connected via hyperlinks, this branch includes
discovering new webpages; this is the core concept behind web crawling. Moreover, structure
mining help knowing the hierarchy of websites (Chakrabarti et al., 1999; Han et al., 2000).

2.2.17 Sentiment Mining
Different data mining models mentioned in previous sections may be used in sentiment mining.
Online data has valuable information, which is users’ sentiment towards an object (policy,
product, etc.). This field attracted researchers for the last two decades since this information can
help in decision making. The size and nature of data enforces automation of this process. If the
marketing officer at an institution knows what consumers like, marketing campaigns can be
steered accordingly. For example, if we know that a Facebook user is a fan of mobile brand x,
placing ads about this product on user’s page would be a good idea, at the same time, if we know
that he dislikes this brand, then placing an ad for a competitor brand is a better idea. This work
specifically addresses SA of social media comments written in dialectal Arabic.

2.2.18 Sentiment Classification
Besides classifying a text as subjective or objective, the polarity of subjective data should be
known before it can be properly employed. Sentiment polarity can negative, positive, and dual.
Different approaches have been tried, either applying sentiment classification on sentence level
or document level (Hu and Liu, 2004; Dave et al., 2003; Farra et al., 2010; Hamouda and ElTaher, 2013; Pang et al., 2002; Hatzivassiloglou and Wiebe, 2000; Kim and Hovy, 2004).

2.2.19 Feature-Based Sentiment Classification
Objects such as products or policies have features towards which users may have different
opinions. For example, for a product x, a user may have positive feedback towards some of its
features and negative ones towards others. Feature-based sentiment classification zooms into the
product to know which features are being commented on by users (whether negatively or
positively) and to know the polarity of sentiments (Rohrdantz et al., 2012; Eirinaki et al., 2012;
Pang and Lee, 2004; Hu and Liu, 2004). Hu and Liu (2004) were among the first to address
feature-based opinion summarization. Association rules were used based to extract frequent
product features. Unsupervised learning was used by Popescu and Etzioni, (2007), a system,
OPINE, was developed for this purpose that extract and classify opinions from customers’
review. Zhang et al., (2010) used product-based keywords to extract product features. Khan et al.
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(2010) exploited a grammatical phenomenon, which is the use of auxiliary verbs in opinionated
sentences, for this purpose. According to their experiments, auxiliary verbs were used in more
than 80% of opinionated sentences. Zhai et al. (2010) suggested an LB approach that considers
the structure of a review to enhance performance.

2.2.20 Comparative Opinion Mining
Besides extracting opinions and determining sentiments, online data may contain a comparison
between entities or features of two entities. This is a more detailed and harder task to achieve
since some features of an object x may be better than those of object y, and at the same time the
opposite may be true, i.e., some features of object y are better than those of x. This problem has
two sides, first to extract which features are being compared (and to which entity they belong to)
and the sentiment of comparison. For example, the resolution of camera x is better than camera
y, but at the same time, the battery life of camera y is longer than that of camera x. Comparing
sentiments within reviews was addressed by Jindal and Liu (2006) and by Pang and Lee (2004).

2.3 Sentiment Analysis Literature
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) were the first to study the sentiment orientation of words.
Their approach depended on adjectives and conjunctions used in English language. Their
approach was tried on Wall Street Journal. A log-linear regression model was used to check the
orientation of couples of adjectives. The accuracy reported was 82%. Their approach starts by
extracting adjectives connected with conjunctions (and, but, etc.). Then a supervised learning
algorithm is used to cluster adjectives based on their similarities.
Turney (2002) used unsupervised learning to classify a review as positive or negative. His
approach starts by extracting adjectives and adverbs, and then the semantic orientation is
computed using PMI-IR. PMI-IR is used to measure the similarity of pairs of words and the
orientation of a review is estimated as the average of semantic orientation of its phrases.
Hu and Liu (2004) addressed product reviews submitted by customers. Their work provides a
summary of positive and negative opinions expressed about product features (battery life, phone
size, etc.). Their approach starts by collecting reviews, feature extraction and pruning are then
applied, opinionated words are then extracted and given a polarity, and finally a sentiment
summary is generated. Feature extraction starts by deciding which features will be used in the
classification process (stylistic, semantic, etc.), and features pruning takes out insignificant
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features that do not affect classification performance. Work related to sentiment mining from
product review was addressed in many research studies (Popescu & Etzioni, 2007; Morinaga et
al., 2002; Lee et al., 2008; Goldberg & Zhu, 2006; Dave et al., 2003).
Linguistic rules discussed by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) were enhanced and used by
Kanayama and Nasukawa (2006). Classifying a document as positive, negative, or neutral can be
done either by classifying the document as a whole, or by classifying it using the sentiment of its
sentences (Kim & Hovy, 2004; Wiebe & Riloff, 2005; Wilson et al., 2004). Sentiment
classification approaches can be roughly divided into two main categories: corpus based and
dictionary based (Abdulla et al. (2013)). In corpus-based approaches, sentiment is determined by
considering co-occurrence of opinionated words (Dave et al., 2003; Hatzivassiloglou & Wiebe,
2000). Dictionary based approaches depend on synonyms and antonyms (Hu & Liu, 2004;
Wiebe & Riloff, 2005; Leacock & Chodorow 1998). Bhuiyan et al. (2009) introduced a
comprehensive study of mining opinions from customer feedback. The authors evaluated the
different techniques followed and categorized them according to their strengths and weaknesses.
Table 2 provides a rough useful breakdown of SA methods, levels of classification, domains,
sources of data, data source, and features used in classification. Two important surveys
summarize studies that fall into categories mentioned in table 2 were conducted by Bhuiyan et al.
(2009) and Abbasi et al. (2008).
Table 2 – Level, Methods, Domains, Data Sources, and Features Used in Sentiment Analysis.
Levels of Classification

Features Used

Method

Domain

Data Source

Document level vs Sentence level

Stylistic

ML

News

Forums

Subjective vs Objective

Semantic

LB

Arts

Social Media

Negative, Neutral, Mixed, or Positive

Syntactic

Economics

Website

2.3.1 Sentiment Analysis of Social Media
The number of social media users increased rapidly in the last few years. Some of them have
over billion users (“Social Networks Statistics”, 2013). People join social media for many
reasons (“10 reasons people use social media’, 2013). One of the top ten reasons is to express
opinions and know the opinions of others about different topics (politics, commercial products,
sports, etc.). The friendly and easy- to- use online websites allow users to express their opinions
and share them with the public. Approximately 300,000 textual comments are posted every
minute (Flacy, 2011).
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Johnson et al. (2012) classify political sentiments present in tweets (a tweet is the term used to
describe a post on Twitter). They specifically classify opinions expressed about the ex-US
president Obama. Three different approaches were designed for this purpose: rule-based,
supervised, and semi-supervised. The approaches were evaluated by checking the accuracy of
2500 tweets that were manually labelled. The first approach is LB; it searches tweets for
presence of positive or negative words and phrases. Tweets were classified as leaning towards
being positive or negative according to the number of opinionated words present in the tweet; the
tie was broken by choosing a polarity (positive or negative) randomly. In supervised learning, a
classifier learns different features contributing to the polarity of a manually classified tweet.
Then the classifier is given a new unclassified tweet. Maximum Entropy classifier was chosen by
the authors, which is a classical probabilistic classifier used for text classification. Unigrams,
bigrams and emoticons are used as features for this classifier. In the third approach, Twitter label
propagation graph was used, which uses a weighted graph whose vertices represent users and
their tweets connected by weighted edges. Accuracy reported ranged between 30% and 69%.
Barhan and Shakhomirov (2012) used SVM classifier and n-grams were used as features. To
measure performance of classifiers, precision, recall and F1-measure were used.
Precision reported by the authors ranged between 0.62 and 0.65, and recall ranged between 0.71
and 0.76. The authors also revisited definitions of opinions present in tweets. Pak and Paroubek
(2010) applied linguistic analysis on a corpus of tweets and the phenomena observed were used
to build a classifier that classifies tweets as negative, positive and neutral. Tweets were searched
for the presence of negative and positive lexicons, and these tweets were used to train the
classifier presented by the authors. Objective tweets were collected from newspapers’ Twitter
accounts. The authors assumed that the presence of a lexicon is enough to give the tweets its
sentiment since the tweet size was limited to 140 characters (tweet size increased to 280
characters in 2017). The authors reported that different classifiers were tried and that NB
classifier gave the best results, POS tags and n-grams were used as features. Results showed high
accuracy (precision) and low decision (recall).
Saif et al. (2012) used semantic features to train a tweets classifier. F1-measure of 75.95% was
reported although stop words were not removed. Their results were 6.47% higher than baseline
approach when unigrams alone were used and 4.78% higher when POS feature were used with
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unigrams. Hamouda and Akaichi (2013) studied Facebook “statuses updates” written in English
and posted by Tunisian users during the Arabic Spring. The objective of this research is to
analyse the social behaviour of Tunisians during a critical event and whether textual data can be
used to know the public opinion during that event. Status updates were collected from randomly
selected Facebook users of different ages, genders, occupations and social statuses, and two ML
classifiers were used, namely SVM and NB. Their approach consists of 5 phases: collection of
comments, creating sentiment lexicons, pre-processing, feature extraction, and classification. To
test their approach, 260 status updates posted within a week during the Tunisian revolution were
collected in phase one. In phase two, three different sets of lexicons were created: emoticons or
smiley faces, acronyms such as “gr8” that means great and “lol” that means “laugh out loud,”
and interjections such as “haha” and “Wow” were used. Approximately 30 different lexemes
were used. In the third phase, pre-processing included removing stop words that do not affect
sentiments since they are neutral words, and stemming was used to enhance system performance.
Moreover, the roots of opinionated words were used. POS and n-grams were used as features in
phase 4. In the last phase, an updated status is classified as positive or negative. The highest
achieved accuracy was 75.31% using SVM outperforming NB, which achieved 74.05%.
Hamouda and El-Taher (2013) used different ML techniques to classify sentiments present in
Facebook comments. Although their work is similar to ours in terms of nature and source of data,
the main difference between our work and theirs is that they study relative polarity of a
comment, i.e., whether a comment is for or against the main post, whereas our work classifies
comments in general for having positive, negative, dual, spam, or neutral sentiments. Another
difference is that we are using custom-made LB classifiers instead of ordinary ML classifiers,
although we do use ML classifiers for baseline results. Finally, the authors use three different
classes (positive, negative, and neutral) whereas we use five. Their approach consists of three
main phases: pre-processing, feature selection and classification. During pre-processing, stop
words and long comments (more than 150 words) are removed. In phase two, nine different
features are selected, most of which are counters of words such as number of words of
comments, common words, and counter of negating words in comments and their comments; all
of the features were normalized to have a value between 0 and 1 and vectors representing
comments are then created. In the classification process, the target is to classify a comment as
agree, disagree or neutral with respect to the main post. For this purpose, 2400 comments,
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collected from 220 posts, were used; the comments were equally distributed as agree, disagree
and neutral. Comments were manually classified to train three different classifiers: NB, SVM
and decision trees. The highest accuracy reported was 73.4% when SVM was used.
In our work, we try to provide additional resources for Arabic SA, implement an LB classifier,
compare the efficiency of LB classifier compared to ML classifiers, and study the effect of using
NLP tools, such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) and POS tagging, on classification
accuracy.

2.3.2 Arabic NLP
The Arabic language is a morphologically complex language (Habash et al., 2005). It has
comparatively fewer and weaker tools and resources compared to English. Arabic NLP (ANLP)
applications attracted many researchers in the last two decades given that it is one of the official
UN languages and is spoken by hundreds of millions around the world. Many NLP applications
such as machine translation, question answering, recommendation systems, sentiment analysis
and others require variety of computational linguistic tools and datasets.
The Arabic language provides a clear case of diglossia (Ferguson, 1959), where more than one
version of the same language are used at the same time: Classical Arabic is the language of the
Holy Quran read by Muslims, MSA is used in formal communication and by scholars, and the IA
is used in informal communication. This diversity makes it hard to create one tool or resource
that can cope with the differences among the different versions. IA alone has many forms
depending on geographical locations among countries and within the same country (Levantine,
Egyptian, Gulf, etc.) The hardest form of Arabic is the IA because it does not have a specific
grammar yet, neither has it adhered to spelling rules, especially when used in writing for social
media. Among the issues that make the Arabic language a complex one is the lack of
capitalization, the rich morphology, and the use of diacritics. Diacritics are short vowels that
fully change the meaning of a word.
Habash et al. (2005) suggested specifying the features of the dialect to make it closer to MSA
and then applying MSA NLP tools. Another approach proposed by Farghaly (2004) was to create
an inter grammar that includes all the common core rules among all three versions of Arabic
language.
The optimal solution seems to create separate resources and tools that consider that nature of
each version. Farghaly and Shaalan (2014) and Habash (2010) studied ANLP and discussed the
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challenges it faces. They specifically addressed the morphological complexity of the Arabic
language and its effect on different applications along with proposed solutions.
Concerning the corpora needed by different NLP applications, there has been a significant
increase in the number of available corpora. Despite their small number compared to English,
there are available corpora for all versions of Arabic such as the MSA corpus introduced by ElHajj and Koulali (2013) and the Informal Arabic corpus described by Itani et al. (2017b) and
many others. Zaghouani (2017) conducted a survey about the major Arabic corpora currently
available along with their characteristics and usages.
Concerning the tools, the major ones needed by ANLP applications are POS taggers,
morphological analysers, stemmers, NER systems, tokenizers, and automatic diacritizations.
Pasha et al. (2014) provide an Arabic language analyser, MADAMIRA, which has many tools
within it such as POS tagging, tokenizing, and stemming. Green and Manning (2010) describe
Stanford’s statistical parser that can be used for Arabic language. Word segmentation systems
were developed by Monroe et al. (2014) and Abdelali et al. (2016). Another important resource
for Arabic POS tagging is Stanford’s POS tagger addressed by Toutanova et al. (2003).

2.3.3 Arabic Sentiment Mining Literature
This section addresses main research works related to Arabic sentiment analysis with an
emphasis at the end on those focusing on social media. This work is similar to some of the
approaches mentioned below in terms of the pre-processing followed, usage of sentiment
lexicon, addressing negation, and using NLP tools. However, it differs in terms of number of
classes used, the analysis it offers for the incorrectly classified comments, and the diversity of
dialects and lexicon, which reduces the efficiency of dialect-specific tools (such as
MADAMIRA’s Egyptian dialect NER and POS tagger).
Mining opinions from social media were first described by Abbasi et al. (2008) by applying SA
to web fora, which have comments written in both English and Arabic. The approach employs
syntactic features (Word/POS tag n-grams, phrase patterns, punctuation, etc.), semantic features
(Polarity tags, appraisal groups, and semantic orientation), link-based features (Web links,
send/reply patterns, and document citations) and stylistic features like vocabulary richness,
special characters frequencies, and structure of words. A new algorithm named Entropy
Weighted Genetic Algorithm (EWGA) was developed for enhanced feature selection. EWGA
reduced the number of features to be used from more than 12000 into 500. Finally, an SVM
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classifier was used and the highest accuracy achieved for the Arabic text was about 93%, which
is impressive as it is similar to high inter annotations agreement reached by humans. The
approach was applied independently on MSA and English.
Farra et al. (2010) present two approaches for sentence-level sentiment mining and one approach
for document-level. Two main problems were addressed: categorize sentiment of a sentence with
different POS as positive, negative or neutral and categorize the dominant sentiment of a
document containing many opinions given the classes of sentences present in document.
The first sentence-level sentiment mining approach relies on grammatical nature of the Arabic
language. The approach was tested on 29 sentences extracted from English movie reviews and
translated to Arabic. SVM classifier achieved an accuracy of 89.3% using 10-fold cross
validation for the training set.
The second sentence-level sentiment mining approach relies on syntactic and semantic features.
A decision tree classifier was used in two different modes: (1) features were given their
sentiment manually and this resulted in 80% accuracy and (2) features were given their sentiment
by referring to the dictionary and this resulted in 62% accuracy. The authors claim that the low
accuracy obtained when using the dictionary is because the sentiment of words is contextdependent.
The authors then addressed document-level sentiment mining by using the two approaches
mentioned above to classify a document using the known sentiment of the sentences of the
document as input to the classifier after dividing the document into chunks (number of
sentences). The highest accuracy (87%) was obtained for four chunks and after excluding neutral
documents. The document is classified based on semantic contributions of chunks.
El-Halees’s (2011) results showed that using one classifier for document-level SA gave poor
results and three classifiers were used sequentially to increase performance. Consecutive use of
classifiers increased accuracy from ~50% when one classifier was used to ~60% when two
classifiers were used to ~80% when three classifiers were used. All classifiers gave better results
when classifying positive documents because the negation (polarity inverters) present in negative
documents increases the complexity of the classification process. No solution to this problem
was reported in the paper.
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Abdul-Mageed et al. (2011) investigated the subjectivity and SA of MSA. Three experiments
with different pre-processing setups were run on annotated corpus containing news documents.
Language-independent and Arabic-specific morphological features were used. The authors
proved that language-dependent features and domain-related polarity lexica increase
performance. Native speakers annotated 400 documents containing 2855 sentences. Each
sentence was labelled as objective (OBJ), subjective-negative (S-Neg), subjective-positive(SPos) and subjective-neutral (S-Neut). A manually-created polarity lexicon containing 3982 newsrelated adjectives was used. The language-independent features included adjective, n-grams and
unique (words that occur less than five times). The approach consists of two phases: (1) A binary
classifier is used to classify sentences as objective or subjective, (2) SVM binary classifier is
used to classify subjective sentences as S-Neg or S-Pos (S-Neut was disregarded). The authors
reported that adding morphological features improved classification accuracy by 0.15% in case
of subjectivity and 1% in case of sentiment. The increase in performance after using languagedependent features proves the authors’ claim that classification performance improves when
using language-independent and language-specific features.
Abdul-Mageed et al. (2014) addressed subjectivity and SA at the sentence level of
morphologically rich languages (such as Arabic). The authors designed a system called SAMAR,
which operates on Arabic textual data of social media. The system handles four main objectives:
(1) Arabic SSA of morphologically rich languages, (2) Feasibility of using standard features for
SSA for social media given the small size of comments usually used in these media, (3) Effect of
different dialects and (4) Social Media-specific features. Abdul-Mageed et al. (2011) discussed
the first objective in detail, where the authors showed that by considering the morphological
complexity, the classification performance increases. Since SSA is highly dependent on lexicons,
systems used for SSA for English cannot be directly applied to Arabic because of the complexity
of Arabic. Different lemmatization setups were tried and performance varied accordingly, which
supports the authors’ claim about the effect of morphological complexity on classification
performance. Classification using SVM is done in two stages. In stage one, a sentence is
classified as objective or subjective, and in stage two the subjective sentiments are classified as
positive or negative (neutral and mixed classes are disregarded). Different types of features were
used: morphological features (word forms and POS tagging), standard (Unique, when a word
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occurs in low frequency and polarity lexicon), dialectal features (MSA or IA) and genre-specific
(user ID, gender and document ID).
Rushdi‐Saleh et al. (2011) presented an Opinion Corpus for Arabic (OCA). The authors reported
the three main difficulties faced when generating the corpus:


Unrelated Comments: They are irrelevant comments posted on blogs and different from
the discussed topic. Such as when users start chatting or discussing different topics.



Transliteration: This is a common phenomenon in online comments; authors use Roman
letters to write in Arabic. Those who know Arabic and English understand the meaning.
Such cases do not follow spelling rules and many possible variants are possible.



Using Foreign Languages: Authors may use English, French, or other languages to
comment in Arabic sites.

A total of 500 movie reviews were collected from different sites, half of which are positive and
the other half are negative. The reviews were processed by removing HTML tags and special
characters and manually correcting the spelling mistakes. Afterwards, each review was tokenized
and stopwords were removed, then stemming was applied. The sites selected were those using
MSA. Three main issues were noticed concerning rating of reviews:


Rating System: Different sites use different scales for rating a movie: some use a scale of
five, some use a scale of 10, and others use binary rating: good or bad. In numeric scales,
movies with review above average were considered good.



Effect of Politics and Religion: Comments can be affected by the commenter’s
background in politics and religion regardless of the artistic criteria.



Proper Nouns: Movie and actor names are translated into Arabic in some cases and kept
in English in others.

Two different classifiers were used to evaluate the corpus: NB and SVM. SVM achieved better
results. The highest F1-measure computed was 0.9 when n-grams were employed. Zaidan and
Callison-Burchm (2011) presented a dataset of dialectal Arabic comments extracted from three
news websites. The comments were manually classified according to their dialect (Egyptian,
Gulf, and Levantine). They also presented a system that can automatically detect the dialect of a
comment. Such a system is one step towards converting IA into MSA, which will enable
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researchers to use tools available for MSA. The dataset contains 1.4M comments having 52.1M
words. Language modelling was used to classify comments as written in MSA or IA, and to
classify the dialect being used among a set of dialects. The authors reported 77.8% accuracy for
the first setup (MSA vs. IA) and 83.5% in the second (detecting which dialect is being used).
Almas and Ahmad (2007) studied SA of financial news written in Arabic and Urdu. Their
approach classifies sentences as positive, negative, or dual. Randomly selected 30 Reuters
Arabic and 20 Reuters English–UK documents were used to evaluate the approach. Two human
taggers, one worked on the English version of the documents and the other worked on the Arabic
and Urdu version, classified the documents as positive, negative, dual, or neutral. “Unknown”
was used to label documents of unknown sentiment. The English tagger classified the documents
according to what is negative or positive to the English economy, the other according to what is
negative or positive to Middle Eastern economies. Their approach uses Quirkian notion, in which
a linguistic unit is related to the frequency of occurrence of that unit. A local grammar is then
developed, which considers the significance of lexemes in special and general corpora, i.e., how
important a lexeme can be in a specific domain. The authors reported 28.8% accuracy for the
Arabic corpus and 20.1% accuracy for the English version.
Itani et al. (2012) used Facebook comments written in IA as corpora for SA. Classifying
sentiment was done based on searching for lexemes that are commonly used to express negative
opinions, positive opinions or spam. Different sets of lexemes were created during the manual
classification of the corpora and these sets were used as references to classify comments. Five
different classes were used in the classification (negative, positive, neutral, dual and spam).
Different setups were conducted, where a setup specifies which set of lexemes to use in the
classification process, and the highest recall and precision reported were 50% and 85%
respectively.
Al-Kabi et al. (2016) suggested a prototype to build a corpus for SA of MSA. Their corpus
consists of 250 topics distributed equally among five domains: Economy, Food-Life style,
Religion, Sport, and Technology and collected from The Maktoob Yahoo! website. The corpus
has 1296 reviews associated to it, and the authors have provided different statistics such as
number of words per review, per topic, and per domain. Also provided is the percentage of each
dialect among the reviews with MSA (655) and Egyptian (15%) being the two major dialects.
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The authors have also annotated the corpus per gender of reviewer and sentiment of review using
five different classes: negative, positive, neutral, spam (or irrelevant), and unknown. The authors
claim that the majority of Maktoob users prefer to use MSA to enable other Arabs to understand
their reviews.
Adouane and Johansson (2016) provided linguistic resources for Gulf Arabic sentiment analysis.
The authors collected 4072 restaurant reviews; the reviews were negative, positive, neutral, or
mixed. However, for the classification setups, only negative and positive reviews were used.
Four different setups were conducted using an NB classifier; each setup used a specific lexicon
or a combination of lexicons. The highest accuracy reported by the authors is 90.54% and was
achieved when using the Gulf Lexicon alone. It is worth mentioning that negation was addressed
by reversing the sentiment of the opinionated lexeme whenever directly preceded by an inverter.
El-Beltagy (2016) provided word and phrase level sentiment lexicon for MSA and Egyptian
dialect. The lexicon consists of 5953 entries, 55% of which are in MSA and 45% are Egyptian.
The author collected many of the entries from her social media posting. The lexicon was tested
on two twitter datasets, one Saudi and the other Egyptian. The highest F1-measure achieved was
89.7% for binary classification (positive or negative) and 71% for three-class classification
(positive, negative, and neutral).
Zaghouani (2017) conducted a survey about the freely available Arabic corpora. The aim of the
survey is to boost the availability and easy access to Arabic corpora that are considered scarce
compared to what is available for the English language. The availability of these corpora is
essential for advancements in Arabic NLP application. The author divided the corpora into 6
categories: Raw Text Corpora, Annotated Corpora, Lexicon, Speech Corpora, Handwriting
Recognition Corpora, and Miscellaneous Corpora types. Each category included several subcategories. The survey included 66 corpora, and for each of them the author mentioned the
creators, the name of the corpus, and the size. The survey does not include sentiment corpora.
Al-Ayyoub et al. (2017) addressed Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) with a focus on
Arabic language. Specifically, their work focused on Arabic Laptop Reviews and their research
demonstrates how a dataset for the reviews was constructed. Their approach is in line with
SemEval16-Task 5 annotation scheme (Task 5 is dedicated to ABSA). The annotation addressed
two issues: predicting the aspect category and its sentiment polarity class, both applied on two
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levels: sentence-level, and review-level. Given an opinionated review (or sentence) about an
entity, the aim is to determine all targets and the polarity of opinions towards them (using three
labels: positive, negative, or neutral). The authors demonstrated how the dataset was constructed
and how an SVM classifier was used to classify it. Results reported show high accuracy in
sentiment classification (F1-measure = 0.732) and low accuracy in predicting the aspects (F1measure = 0.315).
Salameh et al. (2015) studied the effect of translation on sentiment analysis. Specifically, they
addressed the sentiment of Arabic social media posts translated to English. The authors discussed
three methods used to classify the sentiment of non-English texts: (1) using a language–specific
sentiment analysis system, (2) using English sentiment analysis on manual translation of the
source language texts, and (3) using English sentiment analysis on automatic translation of the
source language texts. The authors worked on five datasets, and the result showed that using
English sentiment analysis system on translated texts does not dramatically degrade
performance, with manual translation outperforming automatic translation.
Alwakid et al. (2017) investigated the challenges that face Arabic SA and provided an approach
that starts by linguistic pre-processing that addresses the complexity of format of Arabic tweets
with a focus on Arabic dialects. NB and SVM classifiers were used to classify sentiments of
tweets. Their work also suggested a framework for implementing domain-specific and
knowledge-assisted sentiment classification.
This study adopts two main approaches mentioned in literature, namely the LB and NB
classifiers and compares their results in chapter 6. Moreover, the corpora provided by this
research were classified using some of lexicons used in literature in addition to using the lexicon
provided by this research to classify some of the corpora mentioned in literature. Details about
corpora and lexicons used are found in chapter 6.

2.3.3.1 SemEval-2017
One major on-going cycle of development is the International Workshop on Semantic Evaluation
(SemEval) that has different subtasks related to semantic analysis. The works summarized below
try different approaches to address the subtasks of the workshop.
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SemEval-2017 Task 4: Sentiment Analysis (Rosenthal et al., 2017) has two new changes than
previous year, namely: introducing Arabic for all subtasks and making information from the
profiles of Twitter users, who posted the target tweets, public. The task Sentiment Analysis in
Twitter started in 2013 (Wilson et al., 2013; Rosenthal et al., 2015; Nakov et al., 2016a; Nakov
et al., 2016b). In 2015, the task started addressing sentiment towards a topic, and in 2016 it
included tweet quantification and five-point classification (highly positive, positive, neutral,
negative, and highly negative) to be similar to the rate used by major corporations such as
Amazon, Yelp, and TripAdvisor. Task 4, which was addressed by different teams, included four
subtasks:
(A): Classify a tweet as positive, negative, or neutral.
(B): Given a topic and a tweet, classify the sentiment expressed in the tweet towards the topic as
negative or positive (2-point scale)
(C): Given a topic and a tweet, classify the sentiment expressed in the tweet towards the topic
using 5-point scale (highly positive, positive, neutral, negative, and highly negative).
(D): Given a set of tweets about a topic, cluster negative and positive tweets
(E): Given a set of tweets about a topic, study the distribution of tweets among the 5-point
classes.
The authors used different classifiers such as NB, Maximum Entropy, and Random Forest.
The highest F1-measure achieved for subtask A was 0.61 (El-Beltagy et al., 2017).
El-Beltagy et al. (2017) described two systems that were used in three subtasks of SemEval-2017
Task 4, namely, subtasks A, B, and D mentioned above. For subtask A, 13292 tweets were used
for training and 671 were used for testing. An NB classifier that relied on weighted sentiment
lexicon was used for classification and achieved an F1-measure of 0.61. Vectors including
different features such as the number of positive and negative lexemes, presence of hyperlinks,
and size of tweets were used to construct the input vectors. As for subtask B, three classifiers
were used, and voting was done to label the tweets, F1-measure of the three classifiers ranged
between 0.72 and 0.759. The output of subtask B was converted to fit the input needed by
subtask D.
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Htait et al. (2017) addressed subtask A of SemEval-2017 Task 4, which is to classify a tweet as
negative, positive, or neutral. Their approach uses a set of sentiment words and the sentiment
relation between the seeds words and other words is determined using the cosine similarity
among the word embedding representations. The initial set of sentiment words was taken from
public annotated tweets. Their lexicon includes negative and positive terms only. The approach
was tested using SemEval data. The authors reported an average F1-measure of 0.561 for English
and 0.469 for Arabic.
Mulki et al. (2017) also worked on subtask A of SemEval 2017 task 4. Two approaches were
proposed; one is supervised and uses SVM and NB classifiers, and the other is unsupervised and
uses a lexicon-based classifier. Both approaches start by preprocessing the tweets and cleaning
them from noisy data such as hashtags, dates, usernames, etc. The proposed models operated on
a dataset consisting of 2684 labelled tweets for training, 671 tweets for tuning, and 6100 tweets
for testing. The supervised models achieved an F1-measure of 0.416 and the lexicon-based
model achieved an F1-measure of 0.342.
Baly et al. (2017a) demonstrate four systems that were implemented to address SemEval-2017
task 4, Opinion Mining for Arabic and More (OMAM) Systems. Concerning subtask A, they
evaluated the English sentiment analysis methods on Arabic tweets, and for the rest of the
subtasks, the authors used a topic-based approach to predict the domains or topics of tweets, and
then use this knowledge to determine their sentiment. For subtask A, results show that using
English methods has reached a threshold with no major improvement (average F1-measure is
0.422), and for the remaining subtasks, the following were observed:


For subtask B, ignoring the topic achieves best performance.



For subtask C, using a topic-specific sentiment classifiers, and supporting them with
domain-specific sentiment classifiers, achieved the highest performance for subtask C.

Baly et al. (2017b) addressed the main challenges facing Arabic SA in Twitter. They introduce a
characterization analysis of tweets from diverse Arab regions to show how Twitter usage varies
across the regions. They also study how specific tokens such as mentions, pictures, hashtags, and
URLs may contain subjective information that can affect the tweet’s sentiment. The authors
compare the performance of two different models used in opinion mining: one that uses feature
engineering and another that relies on deep learning. The first model used semantic, syntactic,
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and surface features and a SVM classifier, whereas the second model used Recursive Neural
Tensor Networks (RNTN) (Socher et al., 2013). The classifiers ran on 3315 tweets that belong to
three classes (negative, positive, and neutral) and RNTN achieved an average F1-measure of
53.6% compared to 43.4% achieved by SVM.

2.4 Negation Literature
Polanyi and Zaenen (2006) introduced the idea of valence shifters. A valence shifter is a word
that intensifies (such as “so” in “so strong”), weakens (such as “slightly” in “slightly hard”) or
flips (such as “not” in “not easy”) the polarity of a sentimental word. Valence shifters used in the
English language can be divided into two main categories: Sentence-based and discourse-based.
Sentence-based valence shifters are:
•Negatives and intensifiers: words such as not, never, none, no one, neither, etc., which can flip
the polarity of a term from negative to positive as in “not bad at all” and from positive to
negative as in “not good at all”. Besides inverting polarity, some words can intensify the
sentiment such as “badly” in “badly injured.” Others can weaken the sentiment such as “slightly”
in “slightly interested”.
•Modals: may be used to assume future consequences that are built on the probability of an event
to happen. Opinionated words within the range of the modal will not behave normally. For
example, in the sentence “If Marwan were lazy, he would fail in his exams” there are two
negative words, “lazy” and “fail;” however, the sentiment of these words is affected by “would,”
and we can understand from the sentence that Marwan is neither lazy nor did he fail his exams.
•Presuppositional Items: are words that can shift the valence of words because an event did not
meet expectations such as the word “almost” in “he almost passed” means that he did not pass,
the same thing can be said about “barely” in “the water was barely enough.” In these two
examples, the presuppositional items shifted the neutral and positive sentiments into a negative
sentiment or leaning toward negative. Different parts of speech have the same effect such as
“failed” in “failed to pass” and “impossible” in “impossible to enjoy.”
•Irony: intense positive or negative words may express opposite polarity such as “genius” in “the
genius professor did not know how to solve an easy problem”. Although “genius” is a positive
word, the way it was used in context gives the exact opposite meaning.
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In this work, we address the first category only, negatives (inverters will be used hereafter) and
analyse their effect on SA. The main reason for choosing the first category is that inverters are
explicitly specified in Arabic grammar. Although other sentiment shifters exist, there is no
specific categorization of these sentiment shifters. Such set of words have not been collected and
analysed before but will be part of our future work.
Discourse-based valence shifters are:
•Conjunctions or Connectors: words such as but, although, however, etc. can affect opinionated
words within their range. Consider the word “mean” in “Although he is mean, he treats animals
well”, “mean” is a negative word, but since it was used after “Although”, its negativity was
neutralized by the positive second phrase of the sentence.
•Discourse structure: Sentences may consist of a dominant part and an illustrative part that
supports the dominant part. If the dominant part was opinionated, then the illustrative part will
intensify the sentiment even if it was neutral by itself. Consider the sentence “He is a great
fisherman. He caught 5 kilos of fish yesterday.” The first sentence is positive due to the presence
of the word “great” and the second sentence is neutral. However, the position of the neutral
objective sentence directly after the opinionated sentence intensifies the polarity present in the
first sentence by providing facts that support it.
•Multi-entity evaluation: If textual data contain many positive words about different objects and
many negative words about one object, counting the number of negative and positive words to
classify the text would be misleading because although many negative words have been used to
criticize one object, many other objects were positively commented on, which means that total
sentiment should not be negative.
•Reported speech: reporting sentimental text does not imply that it is accepted by the author, the
sentence “he said the movie is great” does not mean that the user agrees, and thus the sentence
cannot be considered as positive. However, in the sentence “He said the movie is great, and I
totally agree,” the second phrase supports the first one resulting in a totally positive sentiment.
Using the same argument, we can say that the sentence “he said the movie is great, but I don’t
agree at all” is negative since the word “great” was neutralized by the second phrase.
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•Subtopics: Long documents may be split into subtopics, each having its own sentiment. In such
cases, there may not be a specific sentiment for the document as a whole; the sentiment is
relative depending on the subtopics covered.
•Genre constraint: Topics like movies or books reviews contain information about the book or
the movie themselves and about events inside them. For example, a review such as “It was a
great movie. It tells about a mean person who lived a miserable life suffering from poverty and
injustice” should be considered positive even if the number of negative words is bigger than the
number of positive ones because the purpose of the review is to classify the movie as good or
bad regardless of what the movie is about.
Although no quantitative analysis for the effect of these valence shifters was given by Polanyi
and Zaenen (2006), nor any approach was suggested to efficiently employ them in sentiment
classification, the work is significant in highlighting which features may be useful in
inverting/shifting sentiment of words. A specific list of each type could be prepared and used in
an opinion classification system.
Three main contributions related to the effect of negation were presented by Jia et al. (2009). The
first is an approach named SCT, which is used to determine the scope of negation when an
inverter (such as none, not, never, or barely) is present in a sentence. The second contribution is
a method to determine the polarity of a segment of a sentence containing an inverter. The third is
a study of the effect of introducing the concept of scope of negation on opinion retrieval system.
Abbasi et al. (2008), and Pang and Lee (2004) resolved negation by using an LB approach. They
used a list of negating terms to identify negations and shifted polarity according to whether a
term from the list existed or not. In their work, opinionated words were given signed weights.
For example, -5 indicated extremely negative and +5 indicated extremely positive. Negation
would then shift the polarity by decreasing/increasing the signed weight by a fixed amount equal
to 4 So a negation would not totally invert the weight of a sentiment for example from 3 to -3 or
from -5 to 5. For example, if “awesome” had a weight of +5, then the weight of “not awesome”
would not be -5, but rather the subtraction of the fixed amount (4) from the weight (+5) to obtain
a 1. This meant that “not awesome” still had a positive sentiment that is less than “awesome.”
Maynard and Funk (2011) reported that the presence of negation increases the complexity of
classification. The authors did not specify how complexity increases nor did they suggest a
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solution. Experiments were conducted on 1143 documents (635 positive and 508 negative) of
three domains (education, politics and sports), the authors reported that classification worked
better with positive documents compared to classifying negative documents. The authors linked
the worse performance in negative documents to negation but were not clear on how they
reached this conclusion.
In the works of Hamouda and El-Taher (2013) and Abdul-Mageed et al. (2011), the frequency of
inverters in a comment was used as one of the features in the classification. However, the
behaviour of inverters and their exact effect on the classification process were not addressed.
Hamouda and Akaichi (2013) assumed that negating terms always precede the targets directly
and hence targets’ polarity was inverted whenever preceded by an inverter. A similar behaviour
of negating terms was assumed by Hamouda and El-Taher (2013), and negating terms were used
as classification feature. This fact is related to the nature of the language, which is also true for
English in that inverters precede their target almost always. Improvement in classification
performance after considering negation supports this claim. Our statistics concerning scope of
inverters are in harmony with this assumption as expected according to grammatical rules of
Arabic language (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2012).
Negation’s effect on SA in Arabic was also mentioned by El-Halees (2011). The author reported
an increase of performance of classification by ~1% when negation was considered. However, no
details about the behaviour of different negating terms were presented. El-Beltagy (2016)
mentioned that although the presence of an inverter may flip the polarity of the opinionated
lexeme following it, there are odd cases where the presence of inverters may affirm the polarity
of the lexeme following it.
In our approach, all inverters were treated as if they have the same behaviour, i.e. they flip
polarity of target. The noisy nature (when having different meaning or appearing as parts of other
words) of inverters was not discussed. This work addresses the effect of negation and proposes a
straightforward potential solution to help improve classification performance in a number of
cases.

Summary
Chapter 2 starts by providing context background and briefly visits NLP related paradigms such
as IR, data mining, classification algorithms, etc. Afterwards, the chapter covers the main
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researches in SA literature and specifically in social media. Then the challenges facing Arabic
NLP are addressed before highlighting the main approaches and findings related to Arabic SA.
The chapter also focused on SemEval-2017 due to the relevance of its subtasks to this research.
The chapter ends by covering major works related to effect of negation. The results reported,
especially those of SemEval-2017, show that there is room for improvement, and that Arabic
literature can benefit from additional annotated resources. Authors of the researches mentioned
earlier highlighted many issues that hinder Arabic SA:
1-Limited number of corpora annotated for SA purpose.
2- Limited number of opinionated lexicons that can be used to classify IA text.
3-Lack of deep analysis of reasons behind incorrect sentiment classification.
4-Negation can degrade classification performance, and therefore resolving its effect can
improve classification results.
5- Social media have massive amount of IA comments. Classifying sentiment of these comments
can be beneficial to decision makers.
This work addresses the limitations mentioned above and highlights areas that need further
research in the future. The third point, in specific, sheds light on issues that needs additional
resolution to enhance classification performance.
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CHAPTER 3: Research Philosophy
A core assumption in sentiment analysis is that people tend to express their emotions and
feelings on social media platform using expressions similar to those that they use in real life. In
other words, we assume that words of expression exist independently of the platform used; this
assumption will place our research under Positivism. We also mainly adopt deductive and
quantitative research approaches as explained in the upcoming sections. However, the work does
also take account of the fact that sentiments may be expressed differently in different domains.
Hence, in chapter 4 the techniques developed were applied in different domains to explore their
domain-independence.

3.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 discusses the research methods followed at different stages. It argues why each
methodology was used and how it serves the research objectives and helps in answering the
research questions. The chapter also briefly introduces how data collection and analysis were
done. Finally, the chapter addresses ethical issues associated with social media data and research
data management. For the reader’s convenience, the research aims and questions that were
mentioned in chapter 1 are stated below again:
Research Objectives:



Investigate (identify) classical techniques used in sentiments analysis (SA) with focus on
Arabic language.



Develop a better understanding of SA by developing an LB classifier that uses a
sentiment lexicon to classify SM comments written in IA according to their sentiment.
o Construct an annotated a corpus (large collection of text) to be used for SA.
o Construct an opinionated lexicon (a dictionary that assigns a polarity (positive,
negative, etc.) to words instead of meaning)



Identify the main reasons behind incorrect sentiment classifications



Make recommendations concerning improving the system and method of classification
until it reaches saturation level at which the classification results become similar to
agreement results of human classifiers.
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Research Questions:
1. How can we get a better understanding of SA of SM comments written in IA?
2. How can we improve sentiment classification of SM comments?
3. What are the main reasons behind incorrect classification of IA when LB classifier is
used?

3.2 Types of Research Approaches
Our choice of research methodologies whether during data collection or analysis was governed
by the above research objectives and questions. These belong to the discipline and practices
computational linguistics since it involves extracting and classifying opinions (Keshtkar, 2011).
Following that practice, a deductive and qualitative approach was adopted. We now briefly
compare two main categories of research methodologies and highlight how our choice matches
the research’s scope.

3.2.1 Deductive vs. Inductive Approach
Research methodologies can be divided into two categories in order to reach research objectives.
The two categories are quantitative versus qualitative and inductive versus deductive research
approaches.
Briefly, deductive research can be looked at as a top down approach that starts from general
knowledge and zooms into more specific one (Dudovskiy, 2017). It is driven by a theory of the
subject being addressed and research questions regarding that theory. The approach to answering
the questions thus involves narrowing down the specifics of the questions with aim of validating
them and in doing so contributing insight to the body of knowledge of the subject.
On the other hand, inductive research approach is considered a bottom up approach (Bradford,
2015). It begins with specific observations then aims to expand upon them to identify hypotheses
and theories relevant to the observations and insights regarding the domain being examined. The
approach starts at a pattern or observation then tries to formulate a hypothesis or put the
observations in a theoretical frame.
This dissertation will follow a deductive approach because it starts from the theory that states
that the sentiment, or domain, of a text can be governed by presence of specific words. An LB
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classifier uses this theory and attempts to classify a given text according to predefined labels. In
this work, we try to apply this concept on IA comments extracted from social media.

3.2.2 Qualitative vs. Quantitative
Research techniques can be divided into qualitative or quantitative techniques. A qualitative
research deals with non-numerical data focusing upon text and audio (even pictures and video) as
primary data. One simple example is the use of open-ended questions in a questionnaire. The
answers to such question have to be interpreted and understood by the researcher. Qualitative
methods can also be considered as explanatory methods trying to find the how and why related to
the subject being addressed. Hence, it tends to ask broad questions and collects information from
participants or phenomena via observations, surveys, questionnaires, etc.
The second class of methodology is quantitative research that is based on numerical data. The
goal of quantitative research is to implement and exploit mathematical models using existing
theories and hypotheses related to some phenomenon. The concept of measurement is core to
quantitative research since it provides the main link between theoretical observation and
mathematical values.
In this work, the quantitative approach is mainly followed. SA is traditionally quantitative by
nature because the underlying emphasis is upon automating the classification process and
optimizing the performance of the classifier. However, there is a qualitative aspect when
considering the manual classification of comments as well when categories of incorrectly
classified comments are being analysed and discussed. In these cases, the research relies upon
knowledge of the IA and consensus between the interpretations of native speakers.

3.3 Data Collection Technique
Data was collected in two different ways:
1-Copying comments: Public FB comments on two public pages were manually collected by
copying the comments, 1000 comments from each of the pages mentioned next. The processing
of the copied data is described in chapter 4. One of the pages is related to news
(http://WWW.facebook.com/AlArabiya)

and

the

other

is

an

arts

page

(http://WWW.facebook.com/MBCTheVoice) that covers news related to singing competition. In
both cases, the data that has been collected consists of the comments that users post in respond to
posts posted by the pages’ owners.
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2-Requesting input from Facebook users: In addition to using the corpus annotation to extract
opinionated lexemes, and in order to boost the lexicon, 100 Facebook users were asked to
provide positive and negative domain-independent words or phrases that they would use to
express a negative or positive opinion, they provided a total of 541 lexemes. All phrases and
words are written in IA and are less than a sentence long. Statistical details will follow in chapter
4. The 100 users are the author’s FB friends of different Arab nationalities but mainly Lebanese.

3.4 Data Analysis
Data analysis took place at three different levels:
Corpus annotation: A corpus is a collection of data, although it is usually textual, other types
such as audio do exits. A corpus usually has a theme such as corpus of newspaper articles or
corpus of all grade 5 math exams, etc. Annotating a corpus means giving a label to each record in
it. For instance, annotating a corpus consisting on 1000 articles means giving each article a label
from a predefined set of labels such science, sports, arts, etc. These labels are used to train
classifiers and test their performance.
In this work, the corpus consists of 2000 FB comments written in IA. Following data collection,
expert native speakers of Arabic labelled each comment as negative, positive, dual, neutral, or
spam. Annotation rules will be detailed in next chapter. This annotation depended on existence
of words or phrases, which according to the human tagger, were behind giving the comment its
sentiment.
Constructing the lexicon: In addition to giving a label to the comment itself, the opinionated
words mentioned earlier were put in different sets according to their sentiment. Three main sets
were created for this purpose: negative, positive, and spam. These three sets constitute the
sentiment lexicon.
Classification performance and analysis of incorrectly classified comments: Following
constructing the corpus and the lexicon, a classifier was implemented and its classification
results were compared against manual classification done by native speakers. Afterwards, the
incorrectly classified comments were analysed to study the main reasons behind incorrect
classification, this was also done based on quantitative measures with optimising the classifier’s
performance being the main target.
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The performance of the classifier was measured using the classical F1-measure that equally uses
precision and recall. There exist other F measures that give different weights to precision and
recall but were not used in SA literature. F1-measure is the one usually used since it gives equal
significance to precision and recall. In NLP context, precision represents the fraction of retrieved
documents that are relevant to the query whereas recall represents the fraction of the relevant
documents that are successfully retrieved. A comment was considered to be correctly classified if
there is an exact match between manual classification and automatic classification.
Briefly, the implemented classifier adopts a bag of words approach, addressed negation cases
where inverters directly preceded their targets, and gave highest priority to spam lexemes, i.e.,
their presence would dominate the sentiment class. For each record to be classified, the classifier
searches for spam lexemes, if found, then any other negative or positive lexeme is ignored. The
classifier would search for the presence of negative and positive lexemes and check if they were
preceded by inverters to flip the lexemes’ sentiment accordingly. Finally, a record is classified as
positive if it contained positive lexemes only, negative if it contained negative lexemes only,
dual if it contain negative and positive lexemes and neutral if it does not contain no opinionated
lexeme.

3.4.1 Research Approach
Following initial implementation of the classifier and analysis of results, the approach was
assessed and then improved to become closer to the human classification of comments. The
ultimate objective of the classifier is not to reach 100% accuracy as this is not possible even
among humans and there exists a disagreement margin in classifying post; the objective,
however, is to improve classification accuracy to an extent close to an acceptable inter
annotation agreement level that may exist if group of humans were to classify a corpus, different
researches marked this level in 80s and 90s (Somasundaran et al., 2008; Abdul-Mageed & Diab,
2011).

3.5 Ethical Considerations
In addition to ensuring that a research is done legally, a research needs to ensure that it has been
done ethically. Ethical guidelines may vary in scope and phrasing, but they all agree on the core.
The major points that ethics focus on are the rights of human dignity and safety, maximizing
benefits, minimizing risks, respect for people, and justice. Although a research study may be
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conducted legally and respecting a platform's terms and condition, a researcher needs to keep in
mind that some users are more vulnerable than others due to many factors such as medical
issues, educational background, etc., and therefore, should put more efforts to ensure the
wellbeing of such users.
This section covers the ethical frame that governed the research. It starts by briefly defining
intellectual property and copyright, explains the potential copyrights infringements that may take
place on social media platforms, and provides a guideline that helps users avoid any unethical
conduct. Afterwards, the chapter focuses upon Facebook’s privacy settings and terms and
conditions perspective of copyrights and when they can be claimed. It ends by describing how
data collection was done ethically without violating users’ copyrights or the FB’s terms and
conditions. Sections 3.5.1, 3.5.2, and 3.5.3 provide a zoomed out picture of what researchers
using online data should consider during data collection and usage.

3.5.1 Intellectual Property
One starting point to enforce ethical approach is to respect intellectual property (IP). IP refers to
works create of mind such as artistic, scientific, and literary work (“What is Intellectual
Property”, 2017). According to World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), IP can be
divided into three categories:


Industrial Property includes patents for industrial designs, trademarks designs, inventions,
and geographical indications.



Copyright covers literary works (such as novels, poems, etc.), films, music, artistic works
(such as drawings, photographs, sculptures, etc.) and architectural design.



Rights scope include related performing artists and their performances, producers of
phonograms and their recordings, and broadcasters and their programs.

3.5.2 Copyright
IP does not prevent researchers from using resources created by others, it simply clarifies what
can be considered as an intellectually property. The second step is to use IP of others while
respecting their copyrights. A copyright is a legal definition that describes the rights of creators
of artistic and artistic works (“Copyright”, 2017). According to WIPO, the creations that can be
copyrighted range from music, painting, books, films, and sculpture, to computer programs,
maps, advertisements, sculpture, and technical drawings. Creators of copyrighted work have the
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exclusive right to do and authorize the actions below, detailed legal frames about what and how
can works be copyrighted can be found at WIPO’s website (WWW.wipo.int):


Reproduce the copyrighted work in copies in any format.



Derive works based on the copyrighted work.



Distribute copies of the copyrighted work to the public by sale or any other delegation of
ownership, or by lease, lending, or rental.

3.5.3 Copyrights and social media
Social media have revolutionized communication done between people among each other, and
between people and organisations. The booming of social media, however, increased the risk of
copyright infringement (“Copyright”, 2017). Social media provides user-friendly platforms that
enable easy sharing of content and posting mechanisms that appear side step copyright issues.
Although platforms specify their terms and conditions regarding copyrights, the significant
number of users and the ease of sharing data without considering terms and conditions, emphasis
the risk of unethical practice. Assume for instance that someone has posted a photo of her
having coffee at a certain coffee shop with the logo clearly visible in the photo and post it on her
Facebook page. Who then owns the photo? She may believe she owns it and has given a copy to
Facebook. However, what permission has she granted Facebook? In addition, the owner of the
coffee shop does not have the right to copy the photo and post on his FB page as if the photo is
his, otherwise, copyright infringement will be taking place. The owner can, instead, share the
photo using the functionality provided by the social media, a functionality that acknowledges
who the original owner of published material. The owner of the photo needs to be aware that
privacy settings of the post govern who can see the photo, i.e., if it is public, all users may see
the photo. On the other hand, the coffee shop owner needs to know that he cannot save the photo
and then use it as if it was his own, what he can do instead is to use the share functionality, or
contact owner of the photo and asks if he can have and use a copy of the photo. Although such
infringements are easy to detect when it comes to photos and videos, the border become vaguer
when addressing textual data. For instance, someone posting short phrases on his page such as “I
am happy today”, or “congratulations” cannot claim copyrights for such phrases. A copyright, by
definition, protects works that have a minimum level of creativity, works such as poems, short
stories, novels, etc. Short phrases do not qualify to be copyrighted, this ensured the comments
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used in this research do not qualify to be copyrighted, and neither using them will endanger the
author’s emotional, financial, or physical wellbeing.
When posting on social media, it is better to follow a quick guideline that would ensure safe and
ethical posting. It is recommended that one ask oneself the following prior to posting:
1- Who owns the material to be posted? Common types of copyright owners include:


Author of a written text such as poems and stories



Photographers



Composer of a musical piece



Videographers



Publisher of published works



Creator of art such painting or sculptures



Institutions at which any of these authors if the work was created in connection with their
institutions

2-How to get permission to post copyrighted content?
If the content to be posted qualifies to be copyrighted, the creator of the work should be
contacted, otherwise, the content can be shared given the social media tools such as Facebook’s
“Share” tool that automatically shows the original owner of the content.
3-When is posting of the content considered a “fair use”?
Before answering this question, one needs to briefly know what fair use is:
Fair use allows using content without getting permission from owners. It depends on different
factors such as:


the type of usage: usually a fair use license is given for non-profit, educational, and
personal usages



the copyrighted content is published



the size of the content used in relative to the size of the whole work



the effect of the use on the market or value of the copyrighted content.

It is recommended to check with the content owner in order to be on the safe side.
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4- What are the consequences of infringing copyright?
Usually, a copyright holder’s first action towards infringement is to send a letter requesting to
stop the infringement. The copyright holder can hold a lawsuit to get court order that enforces
removing the infringing content and claiming compensations depending on nature and size of the
infringement.

3.5.4 Facebook’s Privacy settings
Each social media platform has its own terms and conditions to which each registered user must
agree on prior to registration. Since this work is based on FB’s comments, the focus will be on
FB’s terms and conditions.
Although all social media platform have their own terms and conditions, they all agree on the
key legal and ethical principles. Although a regular online user rarely reads all terms and
conditions, one needs to be aware of the basics that would protect his data from being used
without his consent, even if this were done legally.

On the other hand, a researcher has

additional moral responsibility when it comes to using online data or conducting research on or
about the internet because many online users are not aware of their vulnerability. Some platforms
continuously provide user-friendly privacy tips to raise awareness among users. For instance,
when commenting on a public post, a help screen describes to the user that others will be able to
see the comment. Below is an excerpt from FB’s terms and condition (“Statement of Rights and
Responsibilities”, 2015) that specifies the main rules that govern sharing content and highlights
the privacy settings needed for one to be able to claim copyrights over his intellectual property:
“When you publish content or information using the Public setting, it means that you are
allowing everyone, including people off of Facebook, to access and use that information, and to
associate it with you” (i.e., your name and profile picture).
Appendix C has more details about Facebook’s terms and conditions.

3.5.5 Data Management
A research may include, operate on, or produce confidential or sensitive data. In any of these
cases, the researcher needs to ensure that ethics core principles are respected. In this research, a
plan was setup that would explain the nature of the data, the way it was collected and used, and
how it is to be shared and with others. The plan not only ensures a proper monitoring of who is
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using the data and why it is used for, but it also follows needed technical measures to ensure that
it is safely stored. Having such a plan at early stages help drawing clear frame for data collection
and usage (see appendix D).

3.5.6 Data Collection and Ethical Issues
Data collection was done in an ethical manner ensuring no copyrights infringement took place.
Although our usage of data most probably qualify to be fair use, the following milestones
ensured ethical collection and use of data:
1. Our work operates on short textual phrases that do not qualify to be copyrighted due to
their length, absence of creativity of any form, and their nature, i.e. dialectal phrasing not
constituting a story, a poem, or any other literary work.
2. The collected comments were posted by users under the Public setting.
3. Although data collection and use were done ethically and legally, anonymization was
applied to add another layer of security to users should they believe that tracking the
posts back to them may in any way be harmful to them.
4. As a final layer of ensuring ethical approach, owner of the FB pages whose comments
were used were contacted and their consent was taken.

3.5.7 Ethics Scrutiny
In addition to all that has been mentioned, there are individual and institutional responsibilities
that add another layer of integrity to the work. Although it may be enough to ensure that research
has been conducted legally and according to the terms and conditions of the platform used, the
researcher’s and institution’s role is to enforce ethical scrutiny. Institutions usually channel the
research through an ethical frame observed by ethics committee to ensure no violations took
place. The checklist followed by institutions may vary but they usually provide a similar
framework. In the case of this research, the main point tackled by the committee ensured that
data collection and usage was done ethically and that data collection and usage will not cause
any harm to any online user neither physically nor emotionally. This was applied by making sure
that used material do not qualify to be copyrighted, terms and conditions have been respected,
owners’ consent have been taken, and authors of collected comments.
It is worth mentioning that FB users whose comments were used to construct the corpus did not
know that their comments have been used. Although data collection was done legally, the nature
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of data and the pre-processing done ensures guarantees the wellbeing of users and that they may
not be harmed in any manner. Moreover, none of the comments used is a work of art that can be
copyrighted: none of them was a poem, short story, or any other genuine intellectual work. Add
to this that all comments are replies to a post, i.e., they do not constitute a full story by
themselves.

Summary
Chapter 3 introduced the research philosophy, highlighted main research methodologies, and
how they were used in this research. The chapter then explained the data collection process and
the ethical frame governing it. The chapter ends by addressing different ethical consideration,
zooming out to explain IP and copyright in general, and providing guideline to follow during
before data collection and usage.
The chapter highlighted that in addition to ensuring the legal and ethical aspects of data
collection and usage were considered, the emotional and physical wellbeing of users whose
comments were used was a priority. None of the stages of the work had evaded the privacy of
users or revealed information about them that may cause them any harm. No contact, personal, or
geographical information of the users were collected or used neither were their profiles visited in
the first place. Only the comments that were posted under public mode and as replies to the
pages’ owners were used. Finally, no commercial or morale benefits were achieved out of the
comments, neither any comment may be copyrighted by the users later on. All the comments are
informal phrases written in IA and none of them constitutes a work of art.
Moreover, a clear ethical framework ensured that no copyrights violations took place at any
stage of this research, and ensured the physical, emotional, and financial wellbeing of all
participants and researchers involved. In general, an important starting point prior to data
collection and usage is following the academic institution’s guidelines and consulting the ethics
committee. Afterwards, one needs to check the terms and conditions of any institution or
organization involved besides ensuring the all guidelines related to copyrights are followed, a
good source to such guidelines can be found at WIPO’s website. Appendix C has some useful
info related to FB’s terms and conditions and the ethical committee checklist.
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CHAPTER 4: Development of Sentiment
Resources and Sentiment Classifier
The core aim of this research is to classify sentiment expressed in IA and develop insights and
understanding from it. Chapter 4 tackles two of the research objectives that are considered two
building blocks necessary to address this core aim: constructing the annotated corpus and
constructing the sentiment lexicon. It also prepares the stage for implementing the classifier by
specifying the rules to be followed in classification; the classifier’s design will appear in chapter
5.

4.1 Introduction to Classification using Lexicon
Each language (and dialect) has specific words or statements that are used to express positive
and negative opinions. Specific statements are said in case of condolences, weddings, sarcasm,
cursing, congratulations, etc. Based on this, this research aims to study how online users use
these words and statements, which will be called lexemes hereafter, to express a sentiment. A
lexeme is either a standalone word that is enough to express a sentiment such as ( قبيحwhich
means ugly), or a phrase that has a sentiment when used as a whole without having any
opinionated word such as (القرد في عين امه غزالwhich is a proverb that means a monkey always
seems beautiful to its mother). Afterwards, lexemes were normalized in a way to increase recall
as much as possible. For example, the lexeme (منافقةwhich means hypocrite) is used to describe a
female. However by removing the last letter, the lexeme will be used to describe a male.
Facebook comments were collected and studied to see which lexemes are usually used to express
opinions and how these lexemes are different than those used in MSA. In the next section, we
describe the corpora constructed for this purpose and how lexemes were used to classify
comments. The constructed corpora consist of comments written in IA, the current classification
is done per sentiment and not per dialect. In other words, the classification dealt with all dialects
without differentiating them, first because the original objective is to know the sentiment of text
and not its dialect, and second because no correlation between sentiment and dialect was found
in our corpus. Finally, the implemented approach cannot be considered a regular bag of word
approach because the frequencies of terms in a comment are not used as features, only the
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occurrence of positive, negative, or spam lexemes, regardless of the frequency was used to
classify the posts. Another difference from the typical bag of words approach is the handling of
negation: the order of words does make a difference in our approach, as the presence of inverters
flips the polarity of the opinionated lexemes following them.

4.2 Building the Corpus
Social media users post textual data that contain their opinions towards different objects
(policies, institutions, products, etc.) ((Itani et al., 2017a, 2017b). The huge size and noisy nature
of these data make manual extraction and classification of these opinions an infeasible task. For
this purpose, classifiers are needed that can automatically extract and classify these opinions.
The literature mentions five different classes that a sentence (or document) may have: negative
(expressing negative sentiment like aggressiveness or sadness), positive (expressing positive
sentiment like optimism or happiness), dual (also called mixed, containing both negative and
positive sentiment), spam (advertising for an object) or neutral (which is informative text with no
sentiment). There are various kinds of classifiers such as NB, DT, SVM, kNN, etc. Each of these
classifiers follow a specific algorithm to classify text (sentence or document) as one of the
classes mentioned earlier. However, to test these classifiers, and in supervised learning context,
the classes of the text used to train/test the classifier should be known. It is usually specified by
native speakers of the language who read the text and classify it according to predetermined set
of rules. Before demonstrating how the corpora provided by this research were constructed, first,
we summarize some of the currently available corpora. Then we describe the data collection
process. Afterwards, the pre-processing applied on collected data is discussed. Finally, we
describe different actions done during manual classification.

4.2.1 Current Corpora
Different NLP applications such as text categorization, machine translation and SA require a
corpus to be used by the applications being developed. For example, if a set of opinionated
online documents is to be classified, then annotated documents should be available to train and
test the implemented classifier. Documents such as movie or product reviews available online are
good examples of such opinionated documents. In context of SA, documents are classified
according to their sentiment (positive, negative, neutral, etc.). Hence, classifiers are needed that
can automatically extract and classify these opinions (Abbasi et al., 2008; Maynard & Funk,
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2011; Farra et al., 2010; Hamouda & Akaichi, 2013; Itani et al., 2017a). To train and test such
classifiers, corpora are needed. To test our LB classifier, we prepared our own corpora from
Facebook comments written in IA. Table 3 briefly mentions some details related to different
samples corpora used in literature, mainly focusing on their source, size, language, availability,
and level of annotation (column SA Level) with S standing for sentence, W for word, and D for
document. For instance, if the corpus consisted of annotated documents, the value of SA Level
will be D. For the sake of proper readability, the sources to corpora in table 3 are shown in table
4. It is worth mentioning corpora below are not directly related to our work and not all of them
can used for SA, but are mentioned to show a sample of the corpora that exist in literature in
terms of source, size, language, annotation level, and domain.
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Table 3 – Examples of Different Corpora and their Properties
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

Source

Size

Language

labelled

Classes

Availability

Domain

SA
level

Facebook

2000

IA

Yes

5

Yes

Arts/News

D

Yahoo!

1100

English

Yes

N/A

Yes

misc.

S

Twitter

8868

MSA/CA/IA

Yes

4

yes

misc.

S

PubMed

9985

English

Yes

3

No

Medicine

S

Newspapers

104

Brazilian/Portuguese

Yes

N/A

Yes

news

D

Essays

120

Japanese

Yes

N/A

No

Arts

D

Recordings

1.5M Words

Dutch

Yes

N/A

Yes

misc.

W

Journal

385

English

Yes

N/A

Yes (Fee)

misc.

D

Webpages

1000

Japanese

Yes

N/A

No

misc.

D

Researches

1434

English

Yes

N/A

No

Engineering

D

Newspapers

102134

MSA

No

N/A

No

News

D

Webpages

2232

Arabic/English

No

No

No

Science

D

misc.

6M Words

MSA

Yes

N/A

yes

misc.

W

UN Documents

3M Words

Arabic/English/Spanish

Yes

N/A

Partly

misc.

W

Written Docs

0.25M Words

Swedish/Turkish

Yes

N/A

No

fiction/technical

W

AQUAINT-2

2.4GB

English

Yes

N/A

No

Motion-Specific

D

ATB2 v 3.1

501

MSA

Yes

N/A

No

news

D

N/A

36,895

IA/English

Yes

N/A

No

misc.

S

Twitter

52000

Arabic/French

No

N/A

No

news

S

Webpages

28,530

Italian

Yes

N/A

No

misc.

D

Webpages

9.7M Words

Arabic/English/Swedish

No

N/A

No

IT

W

Webpages

400000

Chinese/English

Yes

N/A

No

misc.

S

Webpages

N/A

English

Yes

N/a

No

N/A

D

Webpages

80000

11 Euro Languages

No

N/A

yes

Politics

D

Twitter

50,324

N/A

No

N/A

yes

misc.

S

Webpages

22429

MSA

No

N/A

yes

misc.

D

Webpages

1M Words

MSA

No

N/A

yes

misc.

D

Social Networks

15372 Words

MSA

No

N/A

No

N/A

W

misc.

6M Words

MSA

Yes

No

No

misc.

W

ATB1V3

400

MSA

Yes

4

No

misc.

D

Quran

77430 Words

CA

Yes

N/A

Yes

religious

W

Written Docs

16329

MSA

Yes

N/A

yes

questionnaire

W

Webpages

20291

MSA

Yes

N/A

yes

misc.

D

Webpages

500

MSA

Yes

2

yes

Movie Reviews

D

Webpages

1M Words

MSA

Yes

2

yes

News

W

misc.

N/A

MSA

No

N/A

No

misc.

D

Social Networks

14993

MSA

Yes

4

No

misc.

S

ATB1V3

2855

MSA

Yes

4

yes

misc.

S
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39
40
41
42
43
44

Webpages

44

MSA

Yes

3

No

Movie Reviews

S/D

Facebook

260

English

Yes

2

No

Politics

S

Facebook

6000

MSA

Yes

3

No

misc.

D

Webpages

1143

MSA

Yes

2

No

misc.

D

Webpages

2000

English

Yes

2

Yes

Movie Reviews

D

misc.

37M Words

MSA

No

N/a

No

misc.

W
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Table 4 - Source of Corpora mentioned in table 3
ID

Corpus

1

(Itani, 2017)

2

(Atserias et al. 2010)

3

(Refaee and Rieser, 2014)

4

(Houngbo and Mercer, 2014)

5

(Caseli et al., 2009)

6

(Iida and Tokunaga, 2014)

7

(Oostdijk, 1999)

8

(Carlson et al., 2003)

9

(Hangyo et al., 2012)

10

(Liu et al., 2004)

11

(Abdelali et al., 2005)

12

(Mustafa and Suleman, 2011)

13

(AbdelRaouf et al., 2010)

14

(Samy et al., 2006)

15

(Megyesi et al., 2006)

16

(Roberts, 2009)

17

(Bahloul et al., 2014)

18

(Riesa, et al., 2006)

19

(Hajjem et al., 2013)

20

(Baroni and Ueyama, 2006)

21

(Izwaini, 2003)

22

(Baobao, 2004)

23

(Aleahmad et al., 2009)

24

(Koehn, 2005)

25

(McCreadie et al., 2012)

26

(Saad and Ashour, 2010)

27

(Al-Sulaiti and Atwell, 2006)

28

(Akra, 2015)

29

(Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012)

30

(Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012)

31

(Dukes and Habash, 2010)

32

(Rytting et al., 2014)

33

(El-Haj and Koulali, 2013)

34

(Rushdi‐Saleh et al., 2011)

35

(Maamouri et al., 2004)

36

(Alansary et al., 2007)

37

(Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014)

38

(Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011)

39

(Farra et al., 2010)
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40

(Hamouda and Akaichi, 2013)

41

(Hamouda and El-Taher, 2013)

42

(El-Halees, 2011)

43

(Pang et al., 2002)

44

(Zemánek, 2001)

Placing this work in context, it is distinctive in terms of source used, extraction method, size, and
classification.

4.2.1.1 Sources of Corpora
Upon checking different sources used to build corpora, we note that the literature can be roughly
divided into seven categories as follows:
1. Corpora that were built by mining data from databases: (Iida and Tokunaga, 2014;
Houngbo and Mercer, 2014; Carlson et al., 2003; Liu et al., 2004; Samy et al., 2006;
Dukes and Habash, 2010)
2. Corpora that were manually built by treating written text: (Megyesi et al., 2006; Rytting
et al., 2014)
3. Corpora built by downloading and processing webpages: (Caseli et al., 2009; Hangyo et
al., 2012; Abdelali et al., 2005; Mustafa and Suleman, 2011; Baroni and Ueyama, 2006;
Izwaini, 2003; Baobao, 2004; Aleahmad et al., 2009; Koehn, 2005; Saad and Ashour,
2010; Rushdi‐Saleh et al., 2011; Maamourir al, 2004; El-Halees, 2011; Pang, et al.,
2002).
4. Corpora built by downloading social network posts: (Atserias et al., 2010; Refaee and
Rieser, 2014; McCreadie et al., 2012; Akra, 2015; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014; Hamouda
and Akaichi, 2013; Hamouda and El-Taher, 2013).
5. Corpora built by downloading subset of a Treebank: (Roberts, 2009; Bahloul et al., 2014;
Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2012; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2011).
6. Corpora build from multiple sources (different combination of the upper sources):
(AbdelRaouf et al., 2010; Al-Sabbagh and Girju, 2012; Alansary et al., 2007; Zemánek,
2001).
7. Corpora built by recording voices: (Oostdijk, 1999)
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Since our work focuses on textual data, we will focus on the first six categories. This work is
similar to those mentioned in the fourth category. Specifically, the closest data type to ours is
that described in (Hamouda and Akaichi, 2013; Hamouda and El-Taher, 2013) since the same
social network, Facebook, is used as a data source.

4.2.1.2 Data Extraction
To download data from online sources, three ways can be used:
1. Using Application Programming Interface (API): Social media such as Twitter provide
an interface that allows automatic download of posts, this was used in many researches
(Refaee & Rieser, 2014; Hajjem et al., 2013; McCreadie et al., 2012). Such applications
are specific to one social network and do not exist for all social networks.
2. Crawling: crawlers can beused to automatically download data of target webpages, using
this procedure will requires further processing to remove noise such as timestamps, html
tags, etc., (Abdelali et al., 2005; Roberts, 2009; Baroni & Ueyama, 2006; Izwaini, 2003;
Baobao, 2004; Koehn, 2005; Saad & Ashour, 2010; Al-Sulaiti & Atwell, 2006; Akra,
2015; El-Haj & Koulali, 2013; Maamouri et al., 2004; Abdul-Mageed et al., 2014; Itani et
al., 2017). Crawling is usually used to build corpora of large sizes where manual
extraction is infeasible.
3. Manual Download: This kind of data extraction suits small to medium size corpora.
Online data can be save and processed to fit the classifier being used. This technique was
used in many researches (Abdelali et al., 2005; Roberts, 2009; Baroni & Ueyama, 2006;
Izwaini, 2003; Baobao, 2004; Koehn, 2005; Saad & Ashour, 2010; Al-Sulaiti & Atwell,
2006; Akra, 2015; El-Haj & Koulali, 2013; Maamouri et al., 2004; Abdul-Mageed et al.,
2014; Itani et al., 2017a, 2017b) and is the one adopted by us to build our corpus. It is
worth mentioning that data collection respected Facebook’s terms and conditions and no
copyright infringement took place in the process.

4.2.1.3 Corpora Size
Corpora size reported in literature used either number of words, number of sentences, or number
documents. We consider each record in our corpus as a document since each post is of arbitrary
length with no specific limit. Therefore, we compare our work to others who also used a number
of documents to measure their corpus size.
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Corpora Size Reported in Terms of Number of Documents:
Small Corpora ranged from 44 to 6000 documents while large corpora ranged from 20291 to
102134 documents.

4.2.1.4 Corpora Annotation
In addition to prepare the raw corpus, additional metadata can be added to the corpus depending
on how the corpus is to be used, based on our review, we were able to categorize the corpora as
being annotated or not, with our corpus being annotated:
Annotated Corpora: (Atserias et al., 2010; Refaee & Rieser, 2014; Houngbo & Mercer, 2014;
Caseli et al., 2009; Iida & Tokunaga, 2014; Oostdijk, 1999; Carlson , 2003; Hangyo et al., 2012;
Liu, Loh, & Tor, 2004; AbdelRaouf, et al. 2010; Samy et al. 2006; Megyesi et al., 2006; Roberts,
2009; Bahloul et al., 2014; Riesa et al., 2006; Baroni and Ueyama, 2006; Baobao, 2004;
Aleahmad et al., 2009; Dukes & Habash, 2010; Rytting et al., 2014; El-Haj & Koulali, 2013;
Rushdi‐Saleh et al., 2011).
Unannotated Corpora: (Abdelali, Cowie, & Soliman, 2005; Mustafa & Suleman, 2011; Hajjem et
al., 2013; Baroni & Ueyama, 2006; Koehn, 2005; McCreadie et al., 2012; Saad & Ashour, 2010;
Al-Sulaiti & Atwell, 2006; Akra, 2015; Alansary et al., 2007; Zemánek, 2001).
As for the number of classes adopted in each corpus, the number and type differ from one corpus
to another. Of those examined, the number of classes used, number of classes ranged from 2 to 5
pre-determined categories. Other kinds of classification do exist (Carlson et al., 2003) where
authors used 16 different classes of annotations, however, such annotations are mainly used as
metadata describing each textual unit (word, sentence, document) and their characteristics.
Generally, annotation is done by native speakers based on predetermined rules. The manual
annotations are later used to test the accuracy of the classifier. As for the quality of these
annotations when more than one annotator did the tagging, it is decided based on majority vote
or by randomly choosing one of the disagreed-on labels when the votes are even.
In our case, we only adopted annotations where all annotators gave the same annotation. Section
4.2.4 will go through our annotation process in details. The corpus is available for public use
(Itani, 2017).
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4.2.2 Data Collection
El-Haj et al., (2015) described three approaches to build resources for under-resourced
languages: (1) using crowdsourcing, (2) translating an existing corpus, and (3) constructing a
corpus manually. In this work, their third approach is adopted, i.e. using manual effort with
skilled experts to collect and annotate the corpus. The constructed corpora were build using
Facebook textual comments. The size of a comment ranged from one word to a document
containing many sentences. We chose Facebook since it is the social network with the biggest
number of users, 1.11 billion users (“Facebook Company Statistics”, 2017), it is the one
preferred by Arabs (“Facebook in the Arab Region”, 2017), and because it allows comments of
larger sizes than other social networks such as Twitter whose post size is formally (“Twitter
Developer Documentation”, 2017).
Two corpora were built of two different domains, arts and news, to be used later on in SA or in
domain classification. 1000 comments were collected from Al Arabiya News FB page (will be
called NC hereafter) (Al Arabiya, 2012) and 1000 comments were collected from The Voice
Facebook page (will be called AC hereafter). The Voice is a singing completion
(MBCTheVoice, 2012). The comments consist of textual data posted by users in response to
posts written by the pages’ owners. A sample of comments can be found in appendix B. The
majority of these comments (~95%) were written in IA and not in MSA, this was assessed during
manual classification of the comments. This confirmed our expectation regarding the use of
MSA in social media.
To help reduce the risk of a ML classifier being over influenced by high frequency classes, the
annotators kept track of the frequency of each class to ensure the corporate was roughly balanced
across classes.
The reason behind choosing two domains, arts and news, was to check if the same classification
technique worked effectively in different domains. The similar classification results for each
suggest that sentiment classification is not strongly domain biased. However, classification does
benefit from domain-specific knowledge as discussed by Alfrjani et al. (2016) and Aljamel et al.
(2015)

4.2.3 Pre-processing
After data collection, comments were pre-processed on three different stages:
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(1) Removing redundancies: online uses tend to post the same text more than one time in the
same thread, either to show passion towards an object (like cheering for an artist), to
show objection towards a topic (using curse words and offensive language), or to spread
a spam, i.e., to post a hyperlink referring to another website or Facebook page and
inviting users to visit that page.
(2) Removing time stamps: each comment has a timestamp that mentions when the
commentwas written, in context of SA, timestamps are of no significance, and therefore
we removed them from collected comments.
(3) Removing Likes: A like in Facebook terminology is a link that can be clicked by users to
show that users like what has been posted. A group of emoticons may also be associated
with a comment such as angry face or sad face, this work does not address the effect of
the likes and emoticons on sentiment classification. A sample of the comments collected
is shown in figure 4.1:

Figure 4.1 – Sample of Downloaded Comments

4.2.4 Manual Classification
Following data processing, four expert native Arabic speakers classified the collected comments.
Each human annotator could read, write, and speak MSA in addition to having a good
understanding of other Arabic dialects. All annotators are Lebanese, had a master’s degree in
different domains, educators at different levels and institutions, and one has a PhD in Arabic
linguistics. All annotators are familiar with Egyptian, Syrian, and Palestinian dialects, and one
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was also familiar with Iraqi. Any comment with vague meaning was considered to be unfamiliar,
the experts consulted native speakers of the relevant dialect, such as: Egyptian, Iraqi, and
Tunisian. The comments annotators are the author’s friends and ex-colleagues, and are different
than the 100 Facebook friends that contributed to the lexicon as mentioned in section 3.3.
In order to strengthen the validity of the manual annotation, only comments on which all four
annotators agreed were added to the corpora, others were discarded. The process continued until
the target of 2000 annotated comments with IAA of 100% was achieved It is worth mentioning
that the human annotators did not depend on the original post to classify the comments, they only
classified the comments as if they were standalone posts and not comments on a posts.
Therefore, the classification of comments was not affected by the sentiment of original post or its
content.
Manual classification followed the rules below:
Negative: if the comment expresses negative sentiment or feeling such as sadness, pessimism,
hostility or any other negative feeling. For example, ( للالسف كان ذلك على حساب يسرىunfortunately,
that was on Yusra's expense)
Positive: if the comment expresses positive sentiment or feeling such as enthusiasm, happiness,
optimizing, etc. For example, ( مراد مبروكcongratulations Murad)
Dual: if the comment expresses negative and positive sentiments regardless of the frequency of
each. For example, ( مراد أخذ اللقب عن جدارة واستحقاق وموتوا بغيظكن ياحسادMurad deserves the title, die
haters)
Spam: if the comment is inviting users to join or “Like” a Facebook page or to advertise. For
example, ( السالم عليكم ممكن تنشرون هذا البيجgreetings, can you spread this page)
Neutral: if the comment is informative or expressing no sentiment. For example, مراد شو شعورك
( ان ربحت احلى صوت وشو شعورك ان خسرت ؟Murad how would you feel if you win or lose the
competition?)

4.2.5 Corpora Characteristics
We tried to make the comments in each corpus balanced by collecting the same number of
comments of each class. This was achieved during the collection and annotation phases by
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replacing the comments whose class has higher frequency than other does, by comments whose
classes has lower frequency. For instance, once the annotators found they had too many negative
comments, they started disregarding new negative comments and replacing them with comments
of lower class frequency. Table 5 shows the number of comments of each class in each corpus:
Table 5 - Frequency of Comments of Each Class

Negative
Positive
Dual
Spam
Neutral
Total

AC
NC
Total
224 230
454
233 236
469
151 161
312
197 193
390
195 180
375
1000 1000 2000

AC contains 12053 words with an average of 12 words per comment whereas NC contains 8423
words with an average of eight words per comment.

4.3 Sentiment Lexicon
A lexicon resembles a dictionary in the sense that each entry is assigned a label, which is not
necessarily the meaning of the entry. In a dictionary, each word is assigned a meaning. However,
in a lexicon, each entry, also known as lexeme, may be assigned a label (negative, positive,
domain (science, sports), or any other chosen label depending on what the lexicon will be used
for.

4.3.1 Importance of Sentiment Lexicon
SA uses semantic, stylistic and syntactical features. Semantic features include opinionated
lexicons. Such lexicons usually belong to two different classes, negative and positive. LB
classifiers classify text depending on the presence of sentimental lexemes (such as good and
bad). The presence of positive lexemes indicates positive sentiment, presence of negative
lexemes indicates negative sentiment, and presence of both indicates mixed or dual sentiment.
We try in this work to provide additional resource for SA of IA by providing three sets of
lexemes, negative, positive, and spam.

4.3.2 Building the lexicon
In section 2.2, we highlighted works related to SA, now we zoom in to focus on works related
specifically to building lexicons. There are numerous works in this area and they differ over
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source, size, language of annotation, etc. Building lexicons falls roughly into three main
categories (Banea et al., 2008; Badaro et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2011; El-Abbadi et
al., 2013; Tsunakawa et al., 2008; Dzikovska, et al., 2004; Bamman et al., 2008; Tang et al.,
2014; Olteanu et al., 2014; Wilson et al., 2005; Abdul-Mageed & Diab, 2014; El-Beltagy, 2016):
A. Manually compiled/annotated lexicon such as Harvard Inquirer, WordNet(s), MicroWNOp.
B. WordNet-based approaches, with and without scores such as SentiWordNet.
C. Multi-source Lexicon where authors collect their lexicons from different sources such as
dictionaries, manual labelling, and online sources.
Our research followed approach C, i.e., different sources were used to construct the lexicon. The
sources are (1) manual extraction, (2) surveying, and (3) extracting words from the dictionary.

4.3.2.1 Manual Extraction of Lexemes
In addition to giving a class for each comment, the human annotator extracted lexemes from each
comment, lexemes that according to the human annotator were behind the giving the comment
its class. For example, ( مراد مبروكcongratulations Murad)
The word ( مبروكwhich means congratulations) was extracted and added to set of positive
lexemes. Although the comment could be the full name of a person, annotators knew from
context that it is not because “Murad” was the first name of a competitor in The Voice and
“Mabrook” was the Arabic equivalent of “congratulations”. This reflects what is mentioned by
Alfrjani et al. (2016) concerning effect of domain knowledge on automatic classification
performance. It is worth exploring such issues further, and whether other NLP tools can improve
upon such challenges. In this case, Named Entity Recognition (NER) was conducted using
MADAMIRA. MADAMIRA is a system that has different Arabic NLP tools such as NER, POS
tagging, and tokenizing (Pasha et al., 2014). MADMIRA is currently suitable for MSA and
Egyptian dialect it tagged both words as nominal (when Egyptian dialect was used) and not a
proper noun, which is in keeping with the annotators tag. It is worth mentioning that
MADAMIRA’s NER gave the correct tag when MSA was used and not when Egyptian Dialect.
In the context of examining social media, we cannot in general assume comments to be in MSA.
The NER output is show in figure 4.2:
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Figure 4.2 – Sample Output from MADAMIRA's NER

Another two examples where the NER and POS tagger failed to determine the proper noun
correctly are found below (figures 4.3 and 4.4). Such cases emphasise that NLP tools can
significantly contribute to SA, and that their performance is still not accurate enough when IA is
used.
In the first, the POS tagger tagged ( قصيQusay) as a verb, where in fact it is a proper noun.

Figure 4.3 – POS Tagging Sample Output 1

A similar issue appeared when the POS tagger tagged ( مبرؤكincorrect spelling of the Arabic
equivalence to congratulations), as a proper noun where in fact it is an adjective.

Figure 4.4 – POS Tagging Sample Output 1 2

It is worth mentioning that MADAMIRA’s POS tagger and NER operate under two modes,
MSA and Egyptian Dialectal Arabic, and both failed to tag the posts mentioned above.
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The set of lexemes extracted from the news comments was called NL and the set of lexemes
extracted from arts comments was called AL. Lexemes were extracted from the comments
regardless of the polarity of the comments, in other words, even if the comment was spam for
instance and at the same time containing positive (or negative) lexemes, these lexemes were
extracted and added to the corresponding set. By way of example, انت احلى صوووووووووووووت
(You have the most beautiful voice) is positive because it contains the positive lexeme
“beautiful”; hence this lexeme was added to the set of positive lexemes.
After extracting lexemes, normalization was applied to guarantee higher recall. For the time
being, we will define recall as the ability of the classifier to detect presence of a sentiment
lexeme and hence increase its classification performance, detailed definition will appear in
chapter 6. Normalisation was done in a two-phase process:
a) Removing repeated letters.
b) Convert extracted lexemes to regular expressions (“Regular Expressions Info”, 2017):
Lexemes were extracted during manual classification of comments and were added to the
corresponding set of lexemes (negative, positive, spam).

It was noted during manual

classification that many lexemes are different variants of the same word, for example, the
word ( مبروكwhich means congratulations) is written as  ممممبروكor مبرووووووووك, these two
words are two incorrect variants that contain repeated letters. It is worth mentioning that this
type of spelling variation falls under intensification. Online users tend to repeat random
letters in sentimental words to boost or amplify their sentiment. In English for instance, an
online user would write “gooood” or “goodddd” instead of “good”. A regular expression can
detect if the original lexeme is present in a spelling variant as long as the order of letters is
not altered; to use the example of the lexeme “good”, as long as g’s come before at least two
o’s, and then followed by d’s, then the regular expression can detect that “good” was present.
Normalization excluded cases that may lead to ambiguity such as ( بكرهاwhich means I hate
her), since removing the last letter will result in ( بكرهwhich may mean “tomorrow” or “ I
hate”) which may mean “I hate him” or “tomorrow”. In this context, normalising means
using a lexeme that can replace many other lexemes and therefore reduce search time. For
instance, the lexeme “play” can replace all different variants such as “played”, “plays”, and
“playing”. So instead of searching for four entries “play”, “plays”, “played”, and “playing”,
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only one is searched for, the one that is present in all variants, in this case “play”. The
conversion from lexemes to regular expression has been automated in our system so any use
of a new lexicon needs to consider the lexemes carefully, keeping in mind that all the regular
expressions will be ignoring letter repetitions and not doing morphological analysis, i.e., in
case a verb or an adjective changes significantly according to tense its tense, then both
version of the lexemes need to be fed. For instance, “break” and “broken” are considered two
different lexemes, unlike “break” and “breaks” because in the former case the two words are
totally different whereas in the second, “break” is totally contained in “breaks.”
It is important to mention that this work uses one feature of regular expression which is its
ability to detect repetition of letters, and that repetition here refers to those that are not
original part of the word, for instance, consider the word ( ممنوعForbidden), that has a letter
repeated twice, the regular expression in this case will check any variants where this letter is
repeated more than twice, and considers them as being the same lexeme. In effect, if this use
of regular expressions to normalise lexemes is effective, it captures one element of the
informality of IA. Repeated letters correctly spelt or otherwise are irrelevant to sentiment.]
In addition to applying the manual extraction on the arts and news corpora, the same process was
applied on two other corpora with the aim of extracting sentimental lexemes from them; the two
corpora are Anew and Nnew:
Anew represents a corpus of arts comments different from those of AC.
Nnew represents a corpus of news comments different from those of NC
AL2 represents the number of lexemes extracted from Anew.
NL2 represents the number of lexemes extracted from Nnew.
Characteristics of Anew and Nnew are of no significant as they were only used to extract new
lexemes.

4.3.2.2 Surveying
To strengthen the range of negative and positive phrases an open request for sentimental lexemes
was posted on FB. The users were informed that their comments will be used for research
purposes and the two threads used were deleted after data collection. The post used to collect
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negative phrases comments could be reasonably translated as: “For research purposes, please
comment with a word or phrase that you would use to curse or to express negative feeling such
as anger and sadness.” A similar post was used to collect the positive lexemes. Afterwards the
comments were manually checked and redundancies were removed. Overall, 538 lexemes
resulted from the activity.

4.3.2.3 Extracting Lexemes from the Dictionary
Arabic dictionary was used to boost the lexicon by adding lexemes that express negative or
positive sentiment. This extraction is partial since the Arabic language has hundreds of thousands
of words, only a small portion was chosen. Revisiting all words of the dictionary is part of our
future work. Extracting the lexemes from the dictionary did not follow a specific algorithm
neither a saturation point was pre-set, the dictionary was randomly searched for opinionated
lexemes.
The output of lexicon construction described is shown in table 6. In the upcoming section, the
whole lexicon name total in table 6 will be referred to as Gold.
Table 6 - Numbers of Lexemes in the Lexicon Grouped Per Source

AL
NL
AL2
NL2
Surveying
Dictionary
Total

Spam
73
42
92
11
0
0
218

Positive
516
531
942
150
223
2365
4727

Negative
705
666
939
698
315
1559
4882

Total
1294
1239
1973
859
538
3924
9827

Moreover, it was noted in our corpora that spam lexemes are dominant because they always
override other lexemes in a comments, i.e., if a comment has a spam lexeme and a positive (or
negative) lexeme, the comment was found to be a spam according to the manual classification.
This dominance property of spam lexemes affected the way the classifier was implemented by
giving spam lexeme a priority in classifying comments as will be shown in next chapter.
Table 7 shows the percentage of each dialect of the total number of lexemes. The category
“Common” refers to cases where it was not possible to determine the dialect if the phrasing of
the comment is common to many dialects.
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Table 7 - Percentage of each Dialect in the Lexicon
Dialect
Levantine
Egyptian
Iraqi
North Africa
Common

Percentage
1.22%
2.98%
0.63%
0.46%
94.71%

We now analyse variation of lexemes polarity per dialect (Table 8). Although dialectal lexemes
were not frequent, we noticed in our lexicon that within the same dialect, the majority of lexemes
were positive. However, the dialectal lexemes in our lexicon are few (5.29%), and therefore it is
not possible to generalize. One possible reason for the dialectal lexemes to have more positive
entries than negative ones would be that negative lexemes including cursing words are common
to all dialects, or there may be other social, cultural, or psychological reasons that make online
users use common negative lexemes throughout their online conversations, this issue remains
open and needs further analysis from NLP, social, and psychological perspectives.
Table 8 - Percentage of Lexemes in Dialects
Dialect
Levantine
Egyptian
Iraqi
North Africa
Common

Spam
17.24%
5.63%
0%
0%
4.03%

Pos
75.86%
76.06%
80.00%
81.82%
52.13%

Neg
6.90%
18.31%
20.00%
18.18%
43.84%

4.4 Negation
Since the constructed lexicon contains IA text, we couldn’t assume that the inverters used are
those used in MSA (... لم, ما, )الand we had to treat each case separately. We went through the
extracted lexemes and filtered all those containing inverters. Afterwards, we checked the polarity
of targets and added them to their corresponding sets. For example, if a negated phrase had a
positive target, this target was added to the set of positive lexemes. However, there are plenty of
cases in which negation exists; yet the target alone is meaningless and does not express a
sentiment. For example, ( ال صوت وال صورةexact translation is: no sound and no picture) is a
negated phrase that is inverting two neutral targets. Yet, when negation is applied on these two
neutral nouns, the meaning becomes negative and indicates that someone is ugly and cannot sing.
Such lexemes were not split and were kept as they are. Afterwards, the algorithm of
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classification was modified to consider negation: for the first positive (and negative) lexeme
found, the previous word was checked to see if it is an inverter, and then if an inverter was found
the polarity of the lexeme was inverted. Surprisingly, the results after treating negation was
against expectation. The expectation was to have a significant improvement in performance, but
this did not happen due to the complexity of negation in IA for several reasons. One example of
such reasons is concatenating the inverter to the target: for example the lexeme  محب,which
means “a lover” in MSA, but may mean a “lover”, or “he did not like” in informal Arabic.
Additional reasons such odd negation and fake inverters will be discussed in details in chapter 6.
Specific words are used in Arabic to negate targets. This negation may flip the polarity of
opinionated words as in ( ليس جميلnot beautiful). In MSA, these words are limited ( ال, لن,لم, etc.)
and can be easily detected because when spelling rules are properly used. However, in IA, these
words change according to the dialect, and since no spelling rules can be enforced, detecting
such words is a harder task. Table 9 lists inverters used in MSA and table 10 lists some of the
inverters used in IA, the ones found in our corpus. MSA inverters can be used in IA but the
opposite is not true. The last IA inverter, م, acts as a suffix and negates the target to which it is
attached, such as ( محبيتوI did not love him). The second and fourth columns are close translations
of the meanings of the MSA and IA inverters to English, however, the meaning could differ
according to context.
Table 9 – Common MSA Inverters
Inverter Meaning
ال
no
لم
did not
لما
did not
الت
no
لن
will not
بال
without
ليس
not
من دون
without
بدون
without
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Table 10 - Common IA Inverters
Inverter
مفي
مافي
منو
ماكو
مو
بالش
مش
مانو
*م

Meaning
there isn’t any
there isn’t any
not
there isn’t any
not
without
not
not
not

The inverters can appear as a separate word directly preceding targets as in ( جميلnot beautiful) or
part of the negated word as in (محبيتوI did not like him). Inverters do not necessarily flip a
positive (negative) sentiment of a target into a negative (positive) sentiment. Consider the
following negated phrase: ( ما تهزأdon’t make fun of). The verb has a negative sentiment, yet it
is still negative after being preceded by an inverter. The same inverter can be used to flip polarity
of opinionated words such as (( )ما تزعلdon’t be sad). Although the same inverter is acting on
verbs in both cases, it has two different effects. The same string  ماcan be used to express
meanings not related to negation: it can be used to ask questions as in

( ما اسمكwhat is your

name), or to praise a target ( ما احلى صوتوwhat a beautiful voice). Given the ability of inverters to
flip polarity if sentiment, we modified the classification algorithm to cope with this effect: for
each positive or negative lexeme, the lexeme’s polarity was flipped if preceded by an inverter.

Summary
The chapter described the classification process and the construction of two of its building
blocks: the corpus and the lexicon. The chapter introduces LB and describes available corpora
and compares them against the corpus developed as part of this research. Afterwards, data
collection, pre-processing, and corpus manual classification is described. Next, the chapter
describes how the lexicon was constructed. It provides a detailed description about the lexemes
used in classification and explains how regular expressions were used to increase classification
recall when new corpora are to be classified. The major contribution of this chapter is to provide
additional resources for SA of IA: annotated corpora and sentiment lexicon.
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CHAPTER 5: Classifier Design
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 described how the corpora and the lexicon were built. An important feature of the
lexicon was to include lexemes in the form of regular expressions. The corpus is needed to check
the performance of the classifier by comparing automatic classification against manual one. The
lexicon contains the lexemes that will be used to classify comments into one of five categories.
This chapter puts all the pieces together and provides a high-level demonstration on how the
classifier operates and performs.
The implementation is driven by various concerns:


To allow for dynamic usage of the classifier for different domains.



To allow for dynamic re-use with say different dialects.



To support end users in the understanding and validation of classification results. For this
purpose, a statistics summary was generated to show the distribution of different
sentiments: percentage of objective (neutral) and subjective (positive, negative, dual, or
spam) comments, the number of lexemes affected by inverters, and the most frequent
lexemes.

The figures in appendix E illustrate how the domain’s underpinning analyses are inputs that can
be easily changed to suit the domain focus of any analysis.
This chapter satisfies the second research objective, which is to develop an LB classifier that
uses a sentiment lexicon to classify SM comments written in IA according to their sentiment. It
is considered achieved since it does provide one complete package that allows SA of IA. Section
5.2 describes the classification algorithm, section 5.3 illustrates how the corpus, lexicon, and
inverters are uploaded, and section 5.4 illustrates the classification process.

5.2 Classification Algorithm
Since an LB classifier is being implemented, it was designed to mimic human classification of
comments, i.e., to classify comments according to present of sentiment lexemes while
considering that spam lexemes dominate negative and positive lexemes. However, as discussed
in chapter 2, sentiment is affected by negation and the whole sentiment of a comment may
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change due to the presence of inverters. As mentioned in section 2.7, this work only addresses
the negation cases where inverters come directly before the words or phrases to be negated. The
classification algorithm is shown below.
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Declaration:
Numeric Spam-Counter = 0, Pos-Counter = 0, Neg-Counter =0
String AutoClass = “Unclassified”;
//ManualClass of a comment is the one given by the Manual
Tagger
Input: Unclassified Corpus C;
Output: Classified Corpus C;
Boolean: Spam-flag = false, Pos-flag = false, Neg-flag =false;
AutoClass in {Spam, Dual, Pos Neg, Neu}
For Every comment P
If P has a substring that matches Spam Lexeme
Spam-flag = true;
Else
For each Positive Lexeme in P
If the Positive Lexeme is immediately preceded by
an inverter
Neg-flag = true;
Else
Pos-flag = true;
endif
end for each
For each Negative Lexeme is P
If the Negative Lexeme is immediately preceded by
an inverter
Pos-flag = true;
Else
Neg-flag = true;
endif
end for each
endif
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Table 11 shows the classification truth table followed by the classifier.
Table 11 - Classification Truth Table
Spam-flag
T
F
F
F
F

Pos-flag
T
T
F
F

Neg-flag
T
F
T
F

AutoClass
Spam
Dual
Pos
Neg
Neu

5.3 Uploading Corpus, Lexicon, and Inverters
In total, the classifier needs five different files uploaded prior to classification: the comments
(the corpus), the inverters, negative lexemes, positive lexemes, and spam lexemes (the last three
files constitute the lexicon) (see figure E.1).
Once uploaded, the files need to be loaded. The loading feature allows accumulating content
from different files of the same type (i.e. different files containing positive lexemes). It works as
follows: once a file is uploaded, and before loading it (using its content), the user can choose
whether to empty available data from previous or to add the content of the uploaded files to
previously uploaded (see figure E.2). The system will automatically convert uploaded lexemes
into regular expression prior to classification.

5.4 Classification Results and Statistics
After corpus and lexicon have been uploaded, the user can decide whether to classify the whole
corpus or a specific subset of records. The user may also choose the number of records within a
corpus to be classified (see figure E.3). Moreover, this can be done incrementally. The user can
choose whether to add the classification results of specific records to results achieved in a
previous classification of different records, or to clear previous results and start from scratch. We
added the results accumulation functionality in case comparisons of results were needed as it
supports the validation process.
When the “Start process” button is clicked, the classifier will search for matches between regular
expressions of each type of lexemes (negative, positive, and spam) and the words in each record.
When classification is done, a time stamp will appear indicating starting and ending times to
support performance evaluation. Two layers of outcome analysis are provided: (i) filtering and
grouping of classifications and (ii) statistical analysis to support the envisaged needs of end user
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professionals as mentioned in the chapter introduction. For example, a marketing officer may be
interested in seeing the negative comments only to steer the marketing campaign accordingly.
Outcome analysis allowing filtering and grouping shows how classification took place for each
record, including the number of lexemes found in each record, which lexemes were found, and
whether inverters were used. This profiles each record. Although classification algorithm does
not require to know the number of lexemes of each type but rather whether they were present or
not, the information helps in assessing the process and investigating factor classifications such
as dual posts. In addition, the number of lexemes affected by inverters is reported to help
understand effect of negation on SA. Figure E.4 shows a sample output of the first reporting
layer.
Users can focus on specific aspects of the analysis by grouping and filtering the classified
comments according to criteria.
Grouping: allows user to group all records based on some criteria such as number of lexemes,
class, presence of inverters, etc. For example, if we want to see all comments of similar polarity
as one group (i.e. all negative comments in one group and all positive comments in another
group, etc.). Moreover, grouping was implemented in a user-friendly manner; it is enough to
drag the header of second column (Classification) into the grid header. Doing so will group all
records into five groups (see figure E.5), clicking on any of the arrows will display records of the
specified group only.
Filtering: each of the features used in the classification can be used as a filter, applying more
than one filter at the same time is also possible. For example, to know which records included
the pattern ( مبروكcongratulations), it is enough to write this pattern in the text box of positive
lexemes as shown in figure E.6, and then only the records containing this lexeme will be
displayed.
Finally, filtering and grouping can be done at the same time to cope with user’s search
preference.
Export: to download classification results, an export feature was added that can either download
raw classification results, or results achieved after grouping or filtering the data. Exported file is
in excel format to allow easy edit and view of data.
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The second layer of reporting summarizes classification results. This may become useful
whenever a large corpus is being classified. The following statistics were chosen:


Frequency of occurrence of lexemes in each class (Positive, negative, spam, dual, and
neutral).



Percentage of lexemes affected by inverters.



Percentage of each class.



Frequency of occurrence of each lexeme.

It should be noted that the frequency does not represent the number of occurrences of the lexeme
itself, but the number of times the regular expression representing the lexeme was able to match
words of comments. For instance, if the counter indicates that the lexeme “congrats” has been
found three times, then it means that either the exact matching of “congrats” or any of its spelling
variants (with repeated letters) has been detected three times. Examples of the spelling variants
include “congraaaaaaats” and “congratttssss”. Figure E.7 lists for each class the number of
lexemes that were detected upon classifying 101 comments. For example, in the comments that
were classified as dual, 40 positive patterns were detected and 33 negative patterns (one of them
was positive patterns but was flipped to negative because it was preceded by inverter). All
Positive is the sum of positive lexemes (Original Positive), the negative lexemes that were
negated (Flipped to Positive). All Negative is the sum of negative lexemes (Original Negative),
the positive lexemes that were negated (Flipped to Negative).
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Figure E.8 shows percentages and frequencies of each class, which can give a rough figure about
the sentiment of the corpus. Figure E.9 shows the frequency of occurrence of each lexeme. The
frequencies help decision makers in knowing what lexemes are contributing to the sentiments of
the comments. It is worth mentioning that this report was added so that an analyst may check
whether the frequent lexemes are in harmony with what the trend is within a community for
expressing negative and/or positive opinions. For instance, if the word “cool” was among the
popular words, yet it was not among list of frequent lexemes, this might indicate that the lexicon
needs updating to include the word “cool.”

Summary
Chapter 5 discusses the classifier’s design, both conceptually and technically, covering the main
functions and facilities. The classifier tool embodies the research and analysis of earlier chapters
and enables the proposed classification approach to be tested and assessed for social media
Arabic. The chapter also shows how the design can be driven by the way the classification
results will be used. Different layers of reporting, filtering, and grouping may be added to cope
with decision makers’ needs.
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CHAPTER 6: Analysis and Validation
This chapter presents the primary results regarding the quality of the classifier described in
chapter 5. The results are analysed in detail assessing them with respect to other existing NLP
tools, and the original research questions. The chapter ends by focusing into analysing of spam
comments and negation.
The detailed analysis is broken down as follows: section 6.1 provides primary results; sections
6.2 and 6.3 focus on same domain and cross-domain setups results; section 6.4 examines the
effect of increasing the lexicon size; section 6.5 compares the results of NB and LB classifiers;
section 6.6 analyses the classification results of using different lexicon on our corpora; and
section 6.7 analyses classification results of our lexicon on different corpora.
Overall, the findings provide answers to the motivating research questions that demonstrate the
relative value of the classifier developed as part of the research. Informally the LB classifier is
shown to outperform a NB classifier if the NB classifier is only using n-grams without additional
features.
The results also show that IA lexicon has the potential to give high results on diverse data sets.
One of the lexicons used in the literature, NileULex ((El-Beltagy, 2016), outperformed our AL
lexicon I one of the setups. Results also show that the increase in number of classes degrade
classification performance.
Moreover, results show that the LB classifier should consider the number of classes existing in a
corpus to avoid poor results. Using an LB classifier designed to classify data based on 5-point
sale will not perform well if used on fewer number of classes.
Results also show the negation is complex in IA and that trivial solutions do not significantly
increase classification performance. The complexity arises in terms of scope, homonyms, odd
negation, and fake inverters.
Trying the lexicon on a corpus consisting of records from two different domains gave relatively
good results, which shows that to some extent the lexicon is domain dependent, however, there is
a room for improvement by using domain-specific knowledge.
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6.1 Primary Results
To evaluate the efficiency of the classifier, the average F1-measure was used as defined in
section 3.4. In addition, a new corpus CNew was also used to study how the LB classifier and
lexicon will perform on new unseen corpus. CNew consists of 1000 unseen FB comments
collected from the same two pages mentioned earlier. CNew was manually annotated as per the
rules mentioned in section 4.2.4; however, no lexemes were extracted from it.
In order to have a validation baseline, ZeroR classifier was used first. ZeroR classifier has the
simplest classification algorithm the focuses on the target class without using any features.
ZeroR guesses the majority class correctly. The majority class is the class that has the highest
frequency within a corpus. Although ZeroR is a poor classifier, it is beneficial to determine a
baseline for other classifiers.
The ZeroR classifier achieved an F1-measure of 0.37 for AC and 0.38 for NC, which is
considered very low when compared to the lowest LB results (0.56) yet this is expected since the
corpus contains 5 classes with roughly similar number of records.
After the use of ZeroR and considering its low performance, another baseline needed was
considered. An NB classifier was used in six different setups to in effect provide a better
baseline. The setups and their results are shown in table 11; all setups outperformed ZeroR as
expected.
In the first three setups (first three rows in table 11) 10-fold cross validation was applied for AC,
NC, and CNew. The results were higher than the remaining setups where training and testing
corpora were different. This was expected because in the first three setups, each corpus was split
into training and testing sets, which meant subset of the corpus was used to classify the
remaining part of the corpus.
The relatively high results of the last setup may be due to the higher number of training data and
to its nature: when AC and NC were used for training, the NB classifier gave higher results when
classifying CNew that contains arts and news comments. However, even in that setup, the results
were lower than setup three when CNew was used in 10-fold cross validation. NB classification
results ranged between 0.446 and 0.626. Given the ease of implementation, the high number of
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classes, and the relatively high results when compared to what reported in literature in general,
the NB classification results were adopted as a baseline.
Table 12 - NB Classification Results
Setup
AC with 10-fold cross validation
NC with 10-fold cross validation
CNew with 10-fold cross validation
AC for training and NC for Testing
NC for training and AC for Testing
AC and NC for training and CNew for Testing

Result
0.547
0.584
0.677
0.46
0.446
0.626

We now analyse the LB classification results shown in table 13. Four different setups were
conducted: AC was classifier using AL and AC, and NC was classified using NL and AL. CNew
was not used since AC is foreign to NL and NC is foreign to AL, so there was no need to use a
new unseen corpus to validate the LB classification results. However, additional setups will
follow in section 6.5
Table 13 - LB Classification Results of Initial Setups
NL AL
NC 0.9 0.6
AC 0.6 0.9

The high results achieved when classifying NC using NL and classifying AC using AL were
expected since lexemes from the corpus were used to classify the corpus itself. Although this is
considered a weak methodology, i.e. to use lexicon extracted from a corpus to classify the corpus
itself, it does highlight that order of words in a corpus is important when compared to the 10-fold
cross validation followed by NB classifier that disregards the order of words in a corpus during
classification.
Primary results contribute to answering the first research question:
1. How to get better understanding of SA of SM comments written in IA?
Results also help addressing the third research objective:


Compare the performance of an LB classifier with other Machine Learning classifier such
as Naïve Bayes (NB) classifier.
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In brief, our approach to classify using LB has been shown to be better than NB baseline
measures. The most important note was that the LB classifier using AL to classify NC and using
NL to classify AC gave better results than the NB using one corpus for training and the other for
testing. This may indicate that LB approaches are more dynamic than NB ones in terms of their
ability to classify new unseen testing data. Additional setups and analysis will be discussed in
section 6.5.

6.2 Analysing the Results of Same-Domain Setups (NC-NL
and AC-AL)
The analysis in this section will address the second and third research questions:


How to improve sentiment classification of SM comments?



What are the main reasons behind incorrect classification of IA when LB classifier is
used?

A comment is considered to be classified incorrectly whenever its label given during manual
classification is different from the one given automatically by the classifier. Since there are five
different classes (positive, negative, dual, spam, and neutral), five different categories of errors
were identified:


Neutral Errors: Occur when comments are classified manually as neutral and
automatically classified as not neutral.



Negative Errors: Occur when comments are classified manually as negative and
automatically classified as not negative.



Positive Errors: Occur when comments are classified manually as positive and
automatically classified as not positive.



Dual Errors: Occur when comments are classified manually as dual and automatically
classified as not dual.



Spam Errors: Occur when comments are classified manually as spam and automatically
classified as not spam.

Table 14 shows percentage of each category in different setups where corpus and lexicon
belonged to the same domain. For instance, 31.25% in the first row is the percentage of the
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incorrectly classified comments. Only two categories of errors occurred in these two setups.
Reasons for incorrect classification follow the table:
Table 14 - Percentage of Errors of Each Category

Neutral Errors
Negative Errors

AC-AL
31.25% (25 comments)
68.75% (55 comments)

NC-NL
56.52% (39 comments)
42% (29 comments)

6.2.1 Neutral Errors
Inspection of neutral errors identified four different causes, summarized in table 15.
Table 15 - Different Reasons Leading to Neutral Error in AC-AS and NC-NS

Neutral-R1
Neutral -R2
Neutral -R3
Neutral -R4

Reason
Homonyms
Presence of Pos lexeme
Presence of Pos and Neg lexemes
Presence of Neg lexeme

AC-AL
40% (10 comments)
44% (11 comments)
12% (3 comments)
4% (1 comment)

NC-NL
10% (4 comments)
28% (11 comments)
8% (3 comments)
54% (21 comments)

Considering each of these in turn, we examine examples and assess whether alternative NLP
tools are able to address the cause.

6.2.1.1 Neutral-R1-Homonyms
Some proper nouns in Arabic have sentimental meaning such as (كريمgenerous). The automatic
classifier will classify such comments as positive although they are neutral. The presence of such
lexemes in the comment resulted in incorrectly classifying it as positive instead of neutral. For
example, consider the comment below:
( كريم نور انت متأكد انو ستار اكاديمي حيتعمل؟Kareem Noor are you sure that Star Academy will be
active?)
One solution to such a problem would be to detect such proper nouns and exclude them, yet this
is not straightforward since such names are too many in Arabic. Plus, it can only be known from
context whether the lexicon is expressing a sentiment lexeme or being used as a proper noun. For
this purpose, MADAMIRA’s NER was used to try to resolve the ambiguity. When the comment
above was checked by MADAMIRA’s NER, only ( نورNoor) was recognized as a proper noun,
whereas ( كريمKareem), which was the reason behind incorrect classification, was not recognized
as a proper noun but as an adjective (see figure 6.1).
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Figure 6.1 - Sample Output from MADAMIRA's NER

Another example is shown below:
( اجوي بمهمه عسكريه وانتهوThey came in a military mission then left.)
The word مهمةhas two meanings: important and mission. Knowing the exact meaning depends
on context. Errors due to homonyms can be caused by many factors; the reason that occurred in
this setup was related to proper nouns. Other reasons such as improper tokenization and
diacritizations appeared in different setups as will be shown in section 6.2.2.

6.2.1.2 Neutral -R2-Presence of Pos lexeme
Some neutral comments contain positive lexemes in several cases, all related to grammatical
aspects.
6.2.1.2.1 Neutral -R2-a-Direct Speech

Such cases occur if the comment is reporting what someone else has said as in the example
below:
 النتيجة النهائية من " ذو فويس " عادلة! فخورة بفريد غنام:( شيرين عبد الوهابShireen Abdul Wahab: The final
result of The Voice is Fair, I’m proud of Farid Ghannam)
One solution to this issue would be to search for columns and quotations within the comment.
However, given that grammatical rules are not applied in social networks, this may not be a
trivial task.
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6.2.1.2.2 Neutral -R2-b-Questions

Questions are generally neutral unless they are rhetorical or sarcastic questions. Questions may
include positive or negative lexemes without expressing a sentiment, as in the following
example:
 ؟The Voice ( هل لديك أسئلة تتمنى لو يمكنك توجيهها لمشتركيDo you have any questions you wish to ask
to the participants of The Voice?)The word ( تتمنىwish) is a positive lexeme; however, when it is
used in a question, its positive sentiment should be disregarded.
Presence of sentimental lexicon in question is misleading in general, two solutions may help
resolve this issue:
Searching for question marks: this may help if it is guaranteed that grammatical rules are applied,
which is not the case in Facebook comments, such as the following example:
( على فكره مين ربح اليوم فى دربى المغرب الوداد او الرجاءBy the way who won today in Moroccan league,
Al Widad or Al Rajaa)
The word ( ربحwin) exists in a question, yet no question mark is present, and the comment was
incorrectly classified as positive.
Searching for question words: This would have been a trivial task if the text is written in Modern
Standard Arabic, MSA, where such words are limited and no spelling variants exits such as ,كيف
 أين, لماذاetc. However, in IA, plenty of words exist for each dialect with plenty of possible
spelling variants since no spelling rules are applied, and that is where IA POS tagging may
provide a proper solution.
6.2.1.2.3 Neutral-R2-c-Informative Speech

Some comments contain sentimental lexemes, but the whole comment is neutral such as:
( ياشباب هيك كله حوار بين الموافق بصوت نجم او معارض على صوت نجمGuys, the whole conversation is
about who likes and dislikes the voice of a singer)
The lexeme ( الموافقsupporter) is positive and the lexeme ( معارضopponent) is negative, yet they
are not used to express a sentiment.
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6.2.1.3 Neutral R3 and R4
The same arguments mentioned for R2 stand for reasons R3 and R4 (presence of positive and
negative lexemes) as shown in the example below:
( لماذا العرب لم يحل هذه المشكلهWhy didn’t Arab solve this problem)
The lexeme ( المشكلهproblem) is negative; however, it is not used to express a negative sentiment.
Consider presence of negative and positive lexemes in a neutral comment:
 إذا فاز شفيق سيقوم باإلفراج عن المخلوع ومعاونيه:( صحف غربيةWestern newspapers: If Shafic wins, he will
release the banished president and his assistants.)
The lexeme ( فازwin) is positive, and the lexeme ( المخلوعousted) is negative, yet they are used in
an informative comment and not to express sentiment.

6.2.1.4 Neutral Errors and Feature-Sentiment Association
The first two reasons resulting in neutral errors (R1 and R2) can benefit from feature-sentiment
association. First, noisy features can be reduced by excluding all terms that do not contribute to
the sentiment of the comment such as stop words and other irrelevant words, and secondly,
domain-specific lexicon can help resolve the ambiguity of sentiment opinionated lexemes whose
that are context dependent. It is worth mentioning here that although AL was extracted from AC
and NL was extracted from NC, this does not label them as domain-specific lexicon that is
usually more specific in terms of the lexemes it includes and has higher coverage to the terms
used in a domain.
Domain-specific lexicons have been shown to be of relevance and can improve performance
because they help excluding irrelevant features along with noisy sentiments. Several approaches
have been developed: Fahrni and Klenner (2008) studied target-specific sentiment of adjectives.
They show how an adjective does not necessarily have a fixed polarity, and that the polarity
depends on the noun it is describing. For this purpose, they proposed a model that can reduce
sentiment vagueness of adjectives. The first stage of the model was to identify the domain, and
then to construct domain-specific lexicons. In their approach, Wikipedia was used for domain
detection, and a bootstrapping method was used to construct the lexicon.
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Alfrjani et al. (2016) show how different NLP applications such as IR and SA can benefit from
domain-specific knowledge. The authors proposed a new semantic model that allows
transforming the domain knowledge into a formal ontology. When applied on opinion mining,
their approach starts by pre-processing the opinionated textual reviews syntactically and
linguistically by applying tokenization, sentence splitting, POS tagging, morphological analysis,
and parsing. The second stage in the model requires features extraction or annotation. Finally, a
sentiment lexicon is used to decide the sentiment of features.
Wu et al. (2017) studied how different domains use different expressions to express sentiment.
They provide an approach that uses different sources to train a domain-specific sentiment
classifier. Their approach specifically uses four sources:


sentiment lexicons



domain-independent sentiment classifier



unlabelled data from target domain



labelled data from target domain

Their approach was tried on Twitter dataset and Amazon product reviews and the result shows
that a relatively small number of domain-specific labelled data can improve the classification
accuracy.
Given this, our future work includes fine-tuning the sentiment lexicon to become domainspecific, i.e., to split existing lexicon into two: news lexicon and arts lexicon. Where needed, the
classification algorithm may be modified to cope for difference in lexicons and domains in
addition to giving weights for the lexemes depending on their domain identity. For instance, the
lexemes can be given a positive score in one domain and a negative score in another.

6.2.2 Negative Errors
These occur when comment are classified manually as negative and automatically as not
negative. Three different reasons were behind this kind of errors as shown in table 16.
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Table 16 - Different Reasons Leading to Negative Errors in AC-AS and NC-NS
Reason
Negative-R1
Negative -R2
Negative -R3

Sarcasm
Misleading Patterns
Negation

AC-AL
72.7% (40 comments)
12.7% (7 comments)
15% (8 comments)

NC-NL
41% (12 comments)
41% (12 comments)
17% (5 comments)

6.2.2.1 Negative -R1-Sarcasm
Sarcasm is a form of speech used to ridicule, offend, or belittle an object. It expresses negative
attitude toward someone or something and is therefore different than joking whose target is to
amuse others. Sarcasm can be expressed directly or indirectly, as we shall see in the examples
below. It is usually expressed using positive lexemes and/or negative lexemes. Detecting it is not
a trivial task since it is context-dependent and in some cases related to the tone use. Since in our
work we are dealing with textual data, the complexity of detecting sarcasm becomes even higher.
We have found some traits of sarcasm that can be the starting point of a sarcasm-detecting
system that can help reduce the number of comments that are incorrectly classified as dual (since
they contain positive lexemes used sarcastically) when they are actually negative. We now
describe some traits of sarcasm that were detected in this research:
6.2.2.1.1 Negative -R1-a-Tone-related sarcasm

This usually depends on the way a phrase is said rather than written; the phrase ""حلو كتير وهللا
(very beautiful I swear) in Lebanese accent can either be used as a compliment to describe
something that is beautiful, or to express the dissatisfaction. To detect this kind of sarcasm in
written texts, the whole thread in which such phrase is used should be checked to see whether
they are expressing a positive or negative (sarcastic) sentiment. Since in our work we are dealing
with independent textual comments, this task is not considered a priority to use and the positive
sentiment will be assumed for such phrases.
6.2.2.1.2 Negative - R1-b-Direct Sarcasm

Using positive lexemes to express aggressiveness or offense. It uses positive and negative
lexemes consecutively to express such offense such as:
( ألف مبروك الخسارةCongratulation for the loss)
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However, this behaviour is not enough to detect this kind of sarcasm since the same behaviour
may occur in neutral comments such as:
( حياة الشباب العربي بين الطموح والتحدياتThe life of Arab Youth between Ambition and Obstacles) and
in dual comments such as:
( المغاربة احلى ناس غصب عن الكلMoroccans are the best despite those who say the opposite)
6.2.2.1.3 Negative - R1-c-Indirect Sarcasm

Such errors occur when the negative sarcastic meaning is not explicitly mentioned such as:
( سحقااا لذكائك الخارق يا نهى هاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاهاDamn your superior intelligence)
The author is using exaggeration in flattering someone’s intellectual ability and cursing it at the
same time.
Detecting sarcasm is a pending problem in literature that still needs research. Nonetheless, we
noticed that in 56% of the cases, sarcastic comments were accompanied by the presence of
lexemes that express laughter such as ( هاهاهاهاhahahahaha). Yet at the same time such lexemes
were correctly used in~65% of the cases to express a positive sentiment and not sarcasm.
However, we noticed that there is a correlation between dual comments and sarcasm, so we
repeated the same setups mentioned earlier, but excluding the dual tag and replacing it by
negative, this led to an increase in performance by ~3% in all cases. We consider this to be a
partial solution to the sarcasm issue that still needs further research.

6.2.2.2 Negative-R2-Misleading Patterns
Some lexemes are misleading in several cases:
6.2.2.2.1 Negative - R2-a- Homonyms (Tokenization)

Consider the comment ( اخيرا حسبى هللا ونعم الوكيل في كل ظالمfinally, may God protect me from every
tyrant). The word ( اخيراwhich means at last) contains a substring that has a positive sentiment
( خيراwhich means good), which resulted in incorrect classification of the comment as dual
instead of negative. Adding a space before and after all lexemes is not guaranteed to solve this
issue since some lexemes may appear at the beginning of the comment, following a punctuation
mark, or even connected to another word due to improper tokenization. Moreover, sentence
structures in IA do not follow MSA rules, and therefore we cannot rely on authors adding spaces
or punctuation properly. Errors due to improper tokenization represent 0.05% of the errors, and
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when the same setups were conducted after adding a space before and after all lexemes,
performance decreased by ~7%, so as a trade-off, we will be considering lexemes without adding
spaces before or after them.
6.2.2.2.2 Negative - R2-b- Homonyms (Diacritiziation)

The presence of diacritics can change the meaning of a word. Consider the example below.
ياريت الجزائر وحكومتها تحس على دمها وتسلم المجرمين. (I wish Algeria’s government would hand on the
criminals). The word  تسلمmay mean “secure” or “betray” or “hand in” according to the diacritics
used. Since IA comments do not use diacritics, the only way to know the meaning of the word is
from context. In this specific case, the automatic classifier classified  تسلمas a positive lexeme
when it was neutral, hence leading to incorrect classification of the comment.
6.2.2.2.3 Negative - R2-c-Valence Shifter

Some regular words act like inverters in that they reverse the sentiment of a comment from
positive to negative. Such words, however, have different meanings according to the context in
which they are used. Valence shifters have broader scope than inverters, i.e., they do not
necessarily flip the polarity entirely. They may reduce the strength of sentiment. However, for
the time being, lexemes affected by valence shifters will be considered as negative or positive
according to their sentiment without considering the valence shifter. Consider the two examples
below:
( ينكر الجميلYunkir aljameel, To be ungrateful)
( انتزاع الرحمةIntizaa alrahma, To take out mercy)
In the examples above, two positive lexemes were preceded by two words that would result in
two phrases of negative sentiments, and although each phrase is already considered a negative
lexeme, one word in each phrase is considered positive, so the classifier incorrectly classified the
comments as dual instead of negative. Valence shifters are harder to resolve since such words are
not few words as the case of inverters where there are only few words such as  لم, ال,ماetc.
To wrap up different cases related to homonyms that appeared in categories Neutral and
Negative we can say that homonyms can lead to incorrect classification in four different cases
(according the data that we are using, other cases may exist for different data sets):
-Improper tokenization
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-Presence of valence shifters
-Presence of diacritization
-Presence of proper nouns

6.2.2.3 Negative-R3-Negation
The presence of inverters may change the polarity of sentimental lexemes. If the automatic
classifier is searching for lexemes and did not resolve the presence of inverters well, the
comments will be incorrectly classified. On average, 16% of the comments were incorrectly
classified because inverters were not considered. In the example, ( وهللا العظيم انو ما صوتك حلوwhich
means I swear to God Almighty that you voice is not beautiful), the automatic classifier
disregarded the presence of an inverter before a positive lexeme because it did not directly
precede it. However, this is not due to the scope of negation used by our approach, but to a very
odd phrasing of negation in the first place, at the same time the whole phrase is negative, so
according to the automatic classifier, the comment was classified as positive when it should have
been classified as negative.

6.2.3 Positive Errors
Positive errors occur when comments are classified manually as positive and automatically as
not positive. For example, ( نحن نبع الكرامة وعشاق الشهادة والموت لنا غايهWe are the fountain of honour
and lovers of martyrdom and death is an aim to us). The lexeme ( والموتdeath) is a negative
lexeme, but at the same time the phrase ( والموت لنا غايهdeath is an honour to us) is positive, so the
automatic classifier classified this comment as dual. Such odd phrases were not common in our
corpora and are not likely to appear in high frequency in other corpora because a positive
sentiment is expressed using positive lexemes and not negative lexemes.

6.3 Analysing the Results of Cross-Domain Setups (NC-AL
and AC-NL)
After classifying each corpus using lexemes extracted from the corpus itself, AC was classified
using lexemes extracted from NC and vice versa (CNew was not used since it contains arts and
news comments at the same time). F1-measure computed for both setups is almost the same
~56% (see table 13). The relatively high results (higher than NB classification results) may
indicate that the lexemes used for classification are domain-independent and that they can be
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used to classify unseen corpora. However, due to the relatively small size of corpora, additional
experiments are needed before this can be verified. Table 17 shows the percentages of different
categories of errors for each setup:
Table 17 - Percentage of Different Errors in AC-NS and NC-AS
Error

AC-NL

NC-AL

Neutral Errors

4.24% (18 comments)

1.19% (5 comments)

Negative Errors

38.82% (165 comments)

36.58% (154 comments)

Positive Errors

23.53% (100 comments)

27.08% (114 comment)

Dual Errors

25.65% (109 comments)

32.78% (138 comments)

Spam Errors

7.76% (33 comments)

2.38% (10 comments)

The reasons behind neutral and negative errors are the same as those discussed in previous
sections. As for positive, dual, and spam errors, the reason was that comments contain lexemes
that are not in the lexicon, and hence the classifier failed to classify them accordingly. Adding
these lexemes to the lexicon will help in partially resolving the issue. A complete lexicon is not a
trivial task as the words and phrases that express positive and negative sentiments vary with time
and sometimes with contradicting manner. For instance, the word ( مخيفwhich means scary) is
recently being used in Lebanese dialect to express positive sentiment. The significant number of
missing lexemes can be attributed to cross-domain classification, i.e., using arts lexemes to
classify news comments and vice versa. A bigger and domain-specific lexicon may give better
results since some lexemes have different sentiments depending on context. For instance, the
lexeme “long” is considered positive if used to describe the battery life of a mobile phone and
negative if used to describe a lecture or a trip. However, results reported by Baly et al. (2017a)
show that there are cases were ignoring the domain and topic gave better results. Below are
examples of positive, dual and spam errors.
Positive Error Example:
( صوتک ابدآع يارب تفوزیwhich means your voice is awesome, we pray to God that you win)
The positive lexeme in the comment ( )ابدآعis not found in the lexicon NL, and the comment was
hence classified as neutral. As it may be expected, a lexeme used to describe the beauty of
something is unlikely to be found in a lexicon extracted from news comment.
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Dual Error Example:
( الحمد هلل أن المولود بصحة أما هي فاهلل ال يردهاThanks to God the baby is fine, as for her, we couldn’t
care less to whatever happens to her)
The positive lexeme in the comment( )الحمدهللis common to both corpora, however, the negative
lexeme ( )هللا ال يردهاwas not found by the automatic classifier and so the comment was
automatically classified as positive whereas it was classified manually as dual.
Spam Error Example:
( بليييز تعملو شير لهصفحةPlease share this page)
The example above has a spam lexeme that was not detected, so the comment was classified as
neutral instead of spam.
We notice that spam lexemes are almost the same in both corpora. Approximately 56% of the
incorrectly classified comments of AC-NL and 62% of those of NC-AL were due to missing
lexemes. These numbers were calculated by adding the percentages of positive, dual, and spam
errors of table 17. Continuous boosting of the lexicon will resolve errors caused by missing
lexemes. The next section addresses the effect of adding lexemes to the lexicon on the
classification performance.

6.4 Effect of Increasing the Lexicon Size
Positive, dual, and spam errors discussed in section 6.3 were due to missing lexemes. This
section studies the effect of increasing the lexicon size on the classifier’s performance.
Let AL-Total represent the union of AL and AL2 (all arts lexemes)
Let NL-Total represent the union of NL and NL2 (all news lexeme).
(See section 4.3.2.1 for more details about AL2 and NL2)
Table 18 shows the results of classifying AC using NL2 and classifying NC using AL2 when
compared to the two previous setups. AC-AL2 and NC-NL2 were not tried because AC-AL and
NC-NL already gave near perfect results (see table 13) and therefore trying them will only result
in poor performance given than AL2 and NL2 are much smaller in size than AL and NL.
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Table 18 - Effect of Increasing the Number of Lexemes on Performance of the Classifier
AL NL AL-Total
0.6
AC
0.8
NC 0.6

NL-Total
0.61

We notice that AC-NL-Total outperformed AC-NS by 5% whereas NC-AL-Total outperformed
NC-AS by 24%. This major improvement in the second case is because AL-Total has more
lexemes, which supports our claim that increasing the number of lexemes will lead to increase in
performance up to a threshold that is yet to be found. Therefore, if the lexemes extracted are
treated to generate more lexemes out of them, by adding different suffixes and prefixes (that may
refer to different pronouns), and by considering the letters that are used interchangeably such as ه
and ةand the different variants of the letter أ, we can improve the recall of the automatic
classifier. Moreover, synonyms and antonyms of extracted lexemes can be added to
corresponding sets as well. For example, all synonyms of the lexeme “beautiful” can be added to
a set of positive lexemes, and all its antonyms can be added to set of negative lexemes. These
sets can be also boosted by adding phrases used in different dialects. If a domain-specific
classifier is to be built, one that classifies financial news, a corpus of headlines can be prepared
and native speakers can be asked to comment on them expressing negative, positive, or dual
sentiment to see which keywords are often used for this specific domain. Parallel to that,
keywords used in MSA to express a sentiment (related to the domain) can be translated to their
dialectal equivalence. In order to check the efficiency of the classifier, the Gold version of the
lexicon mentioned in section 4.3.2 was used to classify CNew. The classifier achieved an
average F1-measure of 0.54.

6.5 NB Classifier versus LB Classifier
Tables 11 and 19 show classifications results of NB and LB classifiers; table 19 summarizes all
LB classification results.
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Table 19 - LB Classification Results
Setup
AC- AL
AC-NL
NC-NL
NC-AL
NC-AL-Total
AC-NL-Total
CNew - Gold

Result
0.92
0.56
0.93
0.56
0.8
0.61
0.54

6.5.1 Same-Domain LB Setups versus NB Cross Validation Setups
AC-AL and NC-NL gave much higher results than all NB setups. However, this was expected
since sentimental lexemes extracted from the corpora were used to classify the same corpora.
Although classifying a corpus using lexemes extracted from the corpus itself is methodologically
weak, it does show that its results are much higher than cross validation used by NB classifier,
which also uses part of the corpus to classify the remaining parts of the corpus.

6.5.2 Cross-Domain LB setups versus NB Train/Test Setups
Another relevant comparison is to compare the LB setups AC-NL and NC-AL against the NB
setups where one corpus is used for training and another corpus is used for testing. This
comparison is considered more relevant than the previous one because training and testing data
in cases of NB are different from the case when cross validation is used. Concerning LB setups,
it will show the performance of an LB classifier when a lexicon extracted from a domain is used
to classify a corpus from another domain.
LB classification setups AC-NL-Total and NC-AL-Total outperformed all NB setups conducted
on AC and NC. For AC for instance, the lowest LB results was 0.56, and the highest was 0.61,
whereas NB achieved 0.46 and 0.547 when different training and testing data were used, and
when 10-fold cross validation was used respectively. Only the comments and their manual
annotation were input to the NB classifier and no other features were used, which means it was
left to the NB classifier to probabilistically determine the lexemes that can represent each class.
On the other hand, the NB classifier outperformed the LB classifier for CNew: the lowest
accuracy for NB was 0.626, which is higher than the LB results of classifying CNew using the
Gold lexicon.
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It is worth mentioning that even the lowest results achieved using LB are considered high when
compared to what is reported in the literature for similar tasks such as the SemEval Task 4,
especially that our approach is using five different classes and not only three, and the
classification becomes harder as the number of classes increases. A direct comparison though is
not possible due to the difference in number of classes (2 classes are used in subtasks B and D,
and 3 classes are used in subtask D), and because in this work we do not consider the sentiment
of a comment relative to the main post as is the case with subtasks B and E. The only subtasks
with 5 classes is subtask C, but as mentioned earlier, the 5 classes (positive, highly positive,
neutral, negative, highly negative) are different from those adopted in this work (negative,
positive, dual, neutral, spam).

6.6 Classification Results of Different Lexicons
Clearly conducting analyses with lexicons developed as part of this research is of value, but it is
also important to consider lexicons in general. With this objective in mind three pre-existing
lexicons were identified and used to classify NC and AC. The specific lexicons were chosen on
the basis of being among the most significant in literature with many research works using them:
1. SIFAAT (Abdul-Mageed and Diab, 2014)
2. NileULex (El-Beltagy, 2016)
3. NRC Emotion lexicon (Mohammad & Turney, 2010; Mohammad & Turney, 2013)
Since the three lexicons mentioned above do not have spam lexemes, two types of setups were
conducted:
1-Classify AC and NC using the negative and positive lexemes from the lexicons mentioned
above, and the spam lexemes from our lexicon. This setup will be known as With Spam.
2-Exclude the spam posts from AC and NC and then classify them using the three lexicons
mentioned above. This setup will be known as Without Spam.
Table 20 shows the results of the setups.
Table 20 - Results of Classifying AC and NC using Different Lexicons
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Lexicon Used
AL-Total
NL-Total
SIFAAT With Spam
SIFAAT Without Spam
NRC EMOLEX With Spam
NRC EMOLEX Without Spam
NileULex With Spam
NileULex Without Spam

AC
0.61
0.45
0.34
0.44
0.33
0.51
0.42

NC
0.8
0.49
0.37
0.47
0.35
0.61
0.53

All setups mentioned in the table 20 benefited from keeping the spam posts and using the spam
lexemes. The performance improvement ranged from 8% to 12%. It was also noticeable that
NileULex has achieved relatively high results in all setups with one of them (NC with Spam)
being higher than those achieved by NC-AL, yet lower than NC-AL-Total. Moreover, it
performed better in classifying NC than in classifying AC, probably because it has more negative
lexemes than positive ones. As for its high performance compared to the two other lexicons, it is
probably due to the nature of its lexemes that are closer in their informal nature to the comments
nature than the remaining lexicons, further experimentation needed to fully confirm this.

6.7 Classification Results of Different Corpora
In addition to trying different lexicons to classify our corpora, different setups were conducted to
classify different corpora using our Gold lexicon.
Two of the corpora that were used are BBN blog posts corpus, which is a subset of 1200 Arabic
(Levantine dialect) sentences chosen from the BBN Arabic-Dialect/English Parallel Text and
Syrian tweets corpus consisting of 2000 tweets annotated for sentiment with three classes:
positive, negative, or neutral (Salameh et al., 2015). In both corpora, the spam lexemes were
disregarded and the results were 0.31 for the Syrian Tweets corpus and 0.36 for the BBN corpus
(both numbers refer to average F1-measure). The main reason behind the low performance is the
high number of comments that were incorrectly classified as dual. None of the corpora has dual
posts (BBN corpus has 1 record manually annotated as dual, but 1 out 1200 is insignificant).
Whenever a comment had both positive and negative lexemes, the comment was classified either
as negative or positive depending on what class was considered dominant the manual annotators.
Another three-class corpus that was classified using our LB classifier is the Arabic Gold
Standard Twitter Data (Refaee & Rieser, 2014). The corpus contains 6514 manually annotated
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tweets (negative, neutral, and positive). As per the two previous cases, the main reason behind
the low performance is the dual comments. Our LB classifier achieved an average F1-measure
of 0.28.
Another corpus that was classified using our lexicon is TAGREED (TGRD) created by AbdulMageed et al. (2014), which is a corpus of tweets consisting of 3015 Arabic tweets: 1466 MSA
tweets and 1549 dialectal all classified as being mixed, neutral, negative, objective, or positive.
TGRD is provided with annotation done by two different human annotators with IAA of 88%.
When classifying the corpus using our lexicon, the classification was considered correct
whenever it was equal to one of the annotations, and objective was considered to be the same as
neutral. The LB classifier achieved an average F1-measure of 0.26.
From the results mentioned above, and when compared to the result of classifying CNew using
our Gold lexicon, it was noted that to properly test the performance of an LB classifier and its
corresponding lexicon, a corpus that fits original design of the classifier and its lexicon should be
used. In our case, five distinct classes are used and three different types of lexemes, with no
scores given to intensity of lexemes since the aim is to determine the class. Such constraints limit
the ability of the classifier to give high results when used to classify a corpus records for being
negative, positive, or neutral only, or as in one of the SemEval Task 4, to distinguish between
positive and highly positive tweets.

6.8 Spam Analysis
Spamming refers to sending advertising messages. Although spamming is mainly related to
email spam, there are many other media for spam such as instant messages, blogs, and social
networking. In our work, we consider a comment to be a spam if it is advertising for a Facebook
page, i.e., if it is inviting others to join a page, invitation to watch a movie, or promoting a
product, consider the example below:
 شخص يحب تحشيش عراقي بليززز ليك لي بيج100 ( ممكن نجمعCan we gather 100 people who like Iraqi
sarcasm, please like the page)
The comment is encouraging readers to join a page. The lexeme “ ”ليك لي بيجis the transliteration
of “Like the Page”. Some comments may contain spam, positive and/or negative lexemes.
However, we found that the spam lexeme is always dominant. 390 spam comments were
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analysed, 88% of them contained only spam lexemes, 1% of them had spam and negative
lexemes (or spam, positive and negative lexemes at the same time ), and 11% of the comments
contained spam and positive lexemes. In all of these comments, the presence of negative lexemes
in spam comments is insignificant. However, 11% of spam comments contained positive
lexemes. This is because spammers tend to use positive lexemes to promote or praise the page
they are advertising. The manual taggers extracted 124 distinct lexemes from NC and AC. In
NC-NL and AC-AL, the automatic classifier was correct in all cases, which highlights the
dominance and efficiency of spam lexemes in detecting spam comments. We then checked the
two other setups: NC-AL and AC-NL, we found that in 89% of the cases the classification was
correct. This has two possibilities, either many lexemes were common, which turned out to be
wrong, or because some of the few common lexemes are found in high frequency, lexemes such
as “( ”ممكن اليكplease like), “WWW” and “YouTube”. This can be used later when weighted
lexemes are being used: when every lexeme has a weight according to its accuracy history and
frequency of occurrence.

6.9 Negation Analysis
In this section, we analyse different behaviours of inverters to better understand the way they
may affect SA.
1-Tokenization: When inverters appear as separate words, they are separated from their target by
a space. However, we noticed from our corpora that this is not the case because spelling rules are
not followed. Consider the negated lexeme ( ماتهزأdon’t ridicule). Ideally, a space should separate
from the negative lexeme, so when a space was assumed before flipping polarity of lexemes, this
phrase will not be properly treated. Unfortunately, improper tokenization is frequent in IA. One
solution would be to search of inverters within 0 or 1 space from the target. This will solve the
issue of the phrase mentioned above, yet it may ruin other legitimate cases where negation
should not be considered: consider the word ( مشروعةlegal). If we applied the proposed solution
mentioned earlier, the classifier would detect ( روعةawesome) as a positive lexeme, preceded by
an inverter مش, this will lead to incorrect flip of polarity. However, determining this improper
tokenization without referring to context would not be possible.
To study this, MADAMIRA’s tokenizer was used to tokenize a phrase that should have been
tokenized for the LB classifier to operate properly. In the phrase ( منيحة بس مشروعهwhich means
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fine but not awesome), it is clear from context that that word  مشروعهshould have been split into
 مش روعه. However, when MADAMIRA’s tokenizer was tried, the improper tokenization was
not recognized, and the adjective at the beginning of the phrase was tagged as a proper noun.
The complexity increases when the inverter used occurs as a prefix. Consider the verb عجبه
(liked him). This can be negated by adding the letter ( مM) to the word. The result will be معجبه.
However, the same string has a positive meaning, which is admirer or a fan. In addition to that,
this kind of inversion will act without a space separating the target from the inverter, so
modifying the algorithm to ignore the space between the inverter and the target can be
misleading. Another example would be محب. The word may mean lover or did not love at the
same time depending on context. Such problems would not occur in MSA because inverters do
not appear as prefixes in MSA. Plus, a diacritized text can easily remove ambiguity of such
cases.
2-Fake Inverters: The strings representing inverters have other usages not related to negation.
Consider the phrase (ما أحالهاhow beautiful she is): the phrase consists of a positive lexeme
preceded by the same string that is used for negation. For example, ( ما ئحلىhow beautiful) is a
positive lexeme that is usually used to praise the beauty of an object, yet this lexeme is not
written (أA) as it should be. We note, however, that in many cases, the targets of these fake
inverters consist of four letters, yet this alone is not enough since legitimate negation cases
whose targets consisting of four letters also exist. The problem becomes more complex when
these same “fake” negation scenarios appear in legitimate negation cases. Consider the phrase بال
(احلى صووووووووت بال نيلهnot a beautiful voice at all). The same positive lexeme appears preceded
by an inverter that is flipping the polarity of the positive lexeme. Another example would be مش
( أحلى صوتnot the most beautiful voice), where the positive lexeme is preceded by an inverter,
flipping the polarity of the positive lexeme. Another important observation is that almost all the
targets of the fake inverters start with the letter (أA), but again this alone is not enough since
there are plenty of other cases where real inverters flip polarity of lexemes starting with the same
letter. One way to reduce the number of misleading cases, is to filter targets consisting of four
letters (when pronouns are not used as suffixes such as  )ما أجملهاand lexemes consisting of all
spelling variants of the letter  أsuch as آ, إ, ا, أ, ء, ئsince these are candidate fake targets. Lexemes
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not satisfying these conditions are unlikely to be targets of fake inverters whereas those which do
can be manually analysed in context and marked as legitimate or fake targets of inverters.
3-Odd Negation: Although real inverters usually flip the polarity of sentimental targets, there are
many cases when this is not true. Consider the phrase ( ما تسبdon’t curse): although “curse” is a
negative lexeme preceded by a real inverter, the negated phrase itself is still negative. The target
in such cases has the same characteristics as other lexemes when negation is valid, i.e., flipping
polarity. For example: the phrase ( ما تزعلdon’t be sad) has the same POS-features as previous
example (both verbs are in present tense), same semantic features (both lexemes are negative),
same syntactic features (both lexemes are preceded by the same inverter), and both are
expressing orders, yet the overall outcome is different. The modified algorithm mentioned earlier
is prone to error because of such cases and resolving it is part of this research’s future updates.
4-Implicit Negation: The sentiment of a negated lexeme can be reversed by a dependent clause.
Consider the phrase: ( ما به عيب سوى عبادة االصنامhe would have been perfect if he didn’t worship
statues). In other words, the lexeme “perfect” is implicitly negated since the over phrase imply
that “he is not perfect.” The first part of the comment is positive, but when a neutral phrase was
added, the overall sentiment became negative. Such cases are easier to detect in MSA since
words to show “exclusion” are limited. By exclusion words we mean words that are used to
show how something would have been given a condition, for example, in English we can say “It
would have been perfect if it was blue,” which means that an object is not perfect yet, but it will
be if a certain condition is satisfied. In MSA three common words are used for this purpose ,لو
 إنما, إال, سوى,لوال,. We illustrate them below with examples:
 لكان من السعداء,( لو أنه سمع النصيحةif he had listened to the advice, he would have been happy now)
 لكان العمل ممتعا,( لوال التعبwork would have been fun if we don’t get tired)
( لن ينجح سوى المجتهدonly the hard worker will succeed)
( لن ينجح إال المجتهدonly the hard worker will succeed)
( إنما طلبت األخضرI only asked for the green one)
However, all these cases are not necessarily applicable in IA, where authors can use spelling
variants of these words or use them without proper tokenization, or the same lexeme can be used
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to express different meaning, such as ( شو بدك بهاشغلة ولوwhy did you interfere in this). In this
phrase the word  لوis not used to exclude anything. Plenty of these cases exist which makes
resolving the issue of exclusion a nontrivial task.
5-Neutral Targets: In addition to their ability to flip the polarity of sentimental targets, inverters
may act on neutral targets to produce a sentimental phrase. Consider the example ال صوت وال
( صورةno voice, no picture). The two lexemes “voice” and “picture” are neutral. However, when
preceded by the inverter (الLa), the negated phrase will hold a negative sentiment. Detecting
such cases is complex because, generally, negating a neutral target results in a neutral phrase.
The neutral lexemes mentioned earlier cannot be used by themselves to express a positive
sentiment, i.e., saying  صوت وصورةis not used a positive phrase. Another example would be مش
ناقص, the lexeme ( ناقصmissing) is considered neutral in IA since it does not express a sentiment
as standalone lexeme. However, when preceded by the inverter, the phrase will express as a
negative sentiment. Moreover, the same lexeme ناقصcan be used as a negative lexeme in MSA
as in( ناقص العقلbrain deficiency) and if preceded by an inverter in MSA, the overall sentiment
will be positive.
In summary, negation in IA is not a trivial task, the five cases mentioned earlier are those that
appeared in our work, and there may be other cases. The currently identified issues serve as a
start work for future research to resolve all aspects of negation.

6.10 Domain Comparison
We noticed that the presence of negative lexemes in neutral comments in NC (54%) is much
higher than those of AC (4%), and this is due to the nature of two domains where news usually
contains more negative comments and Arts contains more positive lexemes. News usually cover
wars, revolutions, economic crisis (so negative lexemes are expected in high frequency) whereas
Arts usually mention compliments about artists’ voice, fashion, beauty, etc. Moreover, the
occurrence of each category of errors may vary depending on the domain as shown in tables 14
and 17.
It was also noticed that sarcasm was present in higher frequency in Arts comments (49% of
incorrectly classified comments were due to sarcasm) than News comments (17% of incorrectly
classified comments were due to sarcasm). This is due to the nature of comments in the two
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corpora since the Arts corpus contains comments written by fans of different artists where it is
frequent to see fans of one artist commenting sarcastically on other artists and their fans.
However, results reported by Alfrjani et al. (2016) show that considering the domain while
constructing the lexicon and using domain-knowledge will improve the performance of NLP
applications such as sentiment analysis.

Summary
Primary results show that an LB classifier has the potential to classify SM comments written in
IA with a good performance. The chapter introduced different categories of errors encountered
during classification along with their reasons. It also proposed solutions to some of these
categories and then zoomed into some complex cases faced such as negation, sarcasm, and spam.
Moreover, it was also found that increasing the number of lexemes in a lexicon improved
classification performance and that within-domain lexicon outperformed cross-domain lexicon
indicating that a domain-specific lexicon is expected to outperform a general one.
Finally, errors caused by misleading patterns and homonyms may be resolved by an accurate IA
part of speech tagger (POS tagger) along with an accurate named entity recognition. The current
results achieved when using MADAMIRA’s POS tagger and NER showed many issues that did
not resolve the issues encountered by the LB classifier.
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CHAPTER 7: Conclusion and Future work
7.1 Conclusions
The evolution of the WWW, mobile technology and computers has provided accessible
platforms for mass online user interaction. Moreover, the growth of social media has allowed
users to post their opinions on diverse objects such as movies, products, policies, and institutions.
Posted opinions contain important information to commercial and governmental organizations
because they can steer marketing campaigns and help sense the public mood on events such as
elections or product launches. However, the huge size and noisy nature of online data make
extracting and classifying the sentiment of the comments an infeasible task to be done manually.
NLP applications and tools can help in this regard and many different approaches were
introduced to address this problem.
Since different languages have differing characteristics the generality of NLP techniques do not
always cross language boundaries, and it is fair to say English is the most dominant target
language. Specifically, Arabic is one of the languages where resources are scarce when
compared to English. Moreover, the morphological complexity and vocabulary richness of
Arabic language adds to the difficulty of NLP analysis since tools available for other languages
cannot be directly used. Online users tend to use IA, where grammatical and spelling rules are
not solid. This hinders processing the text.
The objectives of this work were as follows:


Investigate (identify) classical techniques used in SA with focus on Arabic language.



Implement an LB sentiment classifier to classify SM comments written in IA and
investigate how it can provide a better understanding of SA of IA.
o Construct an annotated corpus to be used for SA.
o Construct an sentiment lexicon



Compare the performance of an LB classifier with other Machine Learning classifier such
as NB classifier.



Identify main reasons behind incorrect sentiment classifications.

In subsections 7.1.1 through 7.1.4, we shall review these objectives and assess whether the
research questions motivating the research have been met.
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7.1.1 Investigating Arabic Sentiment Analysis
SA was discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4 with a focus on social media and Arabic language. The
sections highlighted the main advances and showed that many breakthroughs were done in
Arabic SA in terms of additional annotated datasets, NLP tools, and sentiment classification.
They also discussed the challenges that are facing Arabic NLP and SA. The findings of the
investigation were used to adopt the sentiment classification techniques followed in this work
and to highlight relevant datasets that can be used. The two main approaches identified in
literature for sentiment classification were LB and ML approaches, and both were used in
different setups and on different datasets. The literature also helped in choosing the NLP tools
that can be used in SA context.

7.1.2 Constructing the Corpus, the Lexicon, and the Classifier
Following the roadmap provided by the literature review, we found that the IA literature can
benefit from annotated corpora that address spam, and from a sentiment lexicon. Data collection
and usage plan were setup to construct corpora that can be used in SA of IA keeping in mind the
main approaches followed in this area and ensuring that data collection and usage were done
ethically. The corpora and lexicon annotation highlighted the need of having solid guidelines
prior to data collection and annotation to ensure consistency and transparency. Afterwards, an
LB classifier was designed that can handle IA. We tried to keep the design dynamic in a way that
allows using it for domain classification. However, we have not tried it in this context yet. Highlevel reports that summarize classification results were also created.
One worth mentioning recommendation is to keep track of IAA and all metadata related to
manually classification of corpus and lexicon. Setting a set of clear and written rules for the
manual classification will ensure transparency and give more confidence in the classification
results. Concerning the lexicon, it is vital to ensure that there is no overlap between entries, i.e.,
to make sure that the negative and positive lexemes do not have common entries. Moreover, it is
worth mentioning that for different languages there may exist some constraints that govern how
the lexicon should be constructed. For instance, knowing in advance that for a specific language,
there is a set of common phrases used to express positive attitude may help boosting the lexicon.
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7.1.3 Comparing LB and NB classifiers
The constructed classifier was tried on the developed corpora and on other external lexicons. The
results show that direct comparison of lexicons is not accurate if they do not have the same sets
of lexemes: a lexicon containing negative and positive lexemes cannot be directly compared to
one that has spam lexemes in addition to positive and negative lexemes. The same thing applies
to the classifier itself: a classifier that is designed to classify a corpus containing 5 classes will
perform poorly when used to classify a corpus with a different number of classes. The poor
classification results of our classifier on different external corpora highlighted this finding.
We started by considering a ZeroR classifier to be our baseline. However, due to the extremely
low results of the ZeroR classifier, we adopted NB classification results. Although results were
close, the LB classifier outperformed the NB classifier. Moreover, the LB classification results
show that the classifier can benefit from using additional features, as there is a room for
improving results that were not high enough.
The results also show that an NB classifier classification can benefit from a large and diverse
training set as the case of using AC and NC for training and CNew for testing.
Although our classifier uses one feature of regular expressions that can detect repetitions of
letter, the results show that spelling inconsistencies are much more complex and need different
tools. POS taggers and NER were used at different stages to study whether they can help avoid
incorrect classification. Specifically, MADAMIRA was used and has proved that it has great
potential in resolving ambiguity in sentiment. However, since our corpora is written in IA, not all
the tools gave perfect results, but the results show that improvements in NLP performance will
improve sentiment classification as some incorrect classifications were due to incorrect NER for
example.
The constructed classifier was also used to classify different external corpora and using external
lexicons, and the findings show that there is potential for improving the lexicon and the corpora.
One of the improvements would be to add weights and labels to lexemes.

7.1.4 Reasons of Incorrect Classification
Different categories of errors were discussed in chapter 6. The categories show that SA of IA is
still a challenging task due to its irregularity. Results also show that NLP tools can help.
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Upon completing the first three objectives, the reasons behind incorrect classification (fourth
objective) became possible. Some of the findings were expected (such as the effect of negation)
and others were not (sarcasm and misleading lexemes). Our analysis showed our negation
resolution is primitive and handles only a relatively small number of cases. Odd cases of
negation not related to commonly used inverters show that SA could benefit from studying
valence shifter in a thorough manner and use them in SA.
One of the error categories, neutral errors, showed that SA could benefit from feature-sentiment
associations. Moreover, domain-related lexicon is expected to ensure better classification results.

7.2 Contributions
Briefly, the contribution of this work can be summarized as follows:
1. Preparing resources for IA (corpus and lexicon), with a new class added, spam. Both
resources allow testing performance of sentiment classifiers.
2. Using regular expressions to detect letters repetitions that enable resolving one irregular
aspect of IA
3. Addressing negation for IA and highlighting different negation cases that needed to be
resolved.
4. Categorizing errors and providing different reasons that led to incorrect classification.
5. Implementing a dynamic LB classifier that can be used for SA and domain
categorization.
6. Comparing ML classifiers against LB classifiers and highlighting areas of potential
improvements in LB approaches.
7. Comparing performance of developed lexicon with external lexicons.
8. Studying how different NLP tools can be used to resolve ambiguity.
9. Discussing the spam class present in FB comments and its effect on SA.

7.3 Future Work
Having done all this work and critically assessed it, there are specific areas that are of interest
and relevance to further SA of Arabic SM. The potential areas of future work were detected
while developing the corpora and the lexicon and while studying the different categories of
errors. Our future work includes the following:
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1. Study fake inverters in depth to reduce their negative effect on classification
performance. Moreover, the effect on valence shifters, words or phrase that affect the
sentiment without inverting it, is another area that needs further study. Results showed
that a trivial resolution of negation only handles a small number of negation cases.
2. Construct a corpus of sarcastic comments and propose proper resolutions to sentiment
classification of sarcasm. Sarcasm is of special interest to us because of its complex
nature and because it is common on social media.
3. Start with the existing lexicon to create domain-specific lexicons. Our findings show that
classification results could improve if domain-specific lexicons were used.
4. Transliterated Arabic Sentiment Analysis
a. Construct a lexicon for transliterated Arabic, i.e., the Arabic text written in Latin
letters.
b. Construct a corpus of transliterated social media comments.
c. Implement an LB Transliterated Arabic sentiment classifier that uses the two
resources mentioned in points one and two.
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Appendix A: Samples of Data and its
Translation
مبروك, (congratulations)
( انت احلى صوووووووووووووتyou have the most beautiful voice)
( الف مبرووووووووك تستاهلcongratulations you deserve it)
( جميلbeautiful)
( محبيتوI did not like him)
( ما اسمكwhat is your name)
 مش أحلى صوتsot (not the most beautiful voice)
( ما أحالهاhow beautiful she is)
( روعةawesome)
( ممكن اليكplease like)
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Appendix B: Ethics
Excerpt from Facebook’s Privacy Policy:
Sharing Your Content and Information
“You own all of the content and information you post on Facebook, and you can control how it is
shared through your privacy and application settings. In addition:
1. For content that is covered by intellectual property rights, like photos and videos (IP
content), you specifically give us the following permission, subject to your privacy
and application settings: you grant us a non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable,
royalty-free, worldwide license to use any IP content that you post on or in connection
with Facebook (IP License). This IP License ends when you delete your IP content or
your account unless your content has been shared with others, and they have not deleted
it.
2. When you delete IP content, it is deleted in a manner similar to emptying the recycle bin
on a computer. However, you understand that removed content may persist in backup
copies for a reasonable period of time (but will not be available to others).
3. When you use an application, the application may ask for your permission to access your
content and information as well as content and information that others have shared with
you. We require applications to respect your privacy, and your agreement with that
application will control how the application can use, store, and transfer that content and
information. (To learn more about Platform, including how you can control what
information other people may share with applications, read our Data Policy and Platform
Page.)

4. When you publish content or information using the Public setting, it means that you are
allowing everyone, including people off of Facebook, to access and use that information,
and to associate it with you (i.e., your name and profile picture).
5. We always appreciate your feedback or other suggestions about Facebook, but you
understand that we may use your feedback or suggestions without any obligation to
compensate you for them (just as you have no obligation to offer them).”
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More details about Facebook’s data usage policy can be found at the page below:
https://WWW.facebook.com/policy
More details about Facebook’s terms and conditions are available at the page below:
https://WWW.facebook.com/terms.php
Sheffield Hallam University Ethics Form Checklist
The following forms constitute SHU’s research ethics checklist:
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Snapshot of SHUREC Approval
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Appendix C: Research Data Management
Policy
Purpose
The University has policies and procedures in place to ensure good research practice and to sustain
programmes of excellent and ethical research. Policies are also concerned with research quality promoting
the highest standards of integrity, impartiality and respect for data. The University recognises that
effective research data management through the research life cycle is a key component of good research
conduct and contributes to a culture of research excellence. Research data is a valuable asset and the
University supports the principle of open access to research data as set out by the Organisation for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and Research Councils UK (RCUK). Research data
refers to any type of data created, collected or generated in a digital or non-digital form that is analysed to
produce original research results. The aims of this policy are to:
• support openness and transparency in research undertaken at the University by ensuring research is of
the highest integrity and is underpinned by accurate robust data
• promote open access to research data to facilitate data sharing and collaboration and support the
University's charitable mission of disseminating research findings
• ensure that the University adheres to the Research Councils UK Common Principles on Data Policy, is
compliant with the specific requirements of the EPSRC policy framework on research data and provides
accountability for the use of public funds
• establish the responsibilities of researchers in relation to research data management and archiving and
set out the University's processes for support and guidance
Policy requirements
1. Data management
1.1. Responsibility for research data generated during a project lies with the principal investigator or in
the case of a PhD project, the director of studies. It is their duty to ensure that all members of the research
team with access to the research data adhere to good research data management practice. In the case of
collaborative projects, if the principal investigator is based elsewhere, the lead researcher at Sheffield
Hallam University must take responsibility for all data generated here.
1.2. A data management plan must be produced for all research projects before they commence.
Researchers will comply with funder data management requirements. However, where this is not
specified, the University will provide a data management plan template for completion.
1.3. A collaboration agreement must be in place with external partners before the start of the research that
clearly addresses data management.
2. Live data
2.1. Researchers must comply with funder data management requirements. Where this is not specified
researchers must ensure that all active research data is stored securely on the University networked
storage system in both original and processed formats. The University has created a central research data
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file store (the SHU Research Store) for this purpose and will provide advice on technical solutions for
research data storage and archiving. Metadata describing the structure and content of the data must be
regularly created and updated for project continuity purposes. If research data needs to be stored
temporarily on portable storage devices, such as laptops in the field or cloud storage, the researcher must
ensure that this is done securely and that they comply with the University's policies on electronic data
encryption.
3. Archiving
3.1. Primary research data produced by University researchers that underpin a publication, which are of
potential long-term value and/or support a patent application, must be stored centrally and published
when possible to ensure good research practice at the University.
3.2. Primary research data, whether in digital or hard copy, may be archived in the SHU Research Data
Archive or in an external research data repository. Data must be stored for a period at least as long as that
required by any funder or sponsor of the research, any publisher of the research or as set out in the
University's Research and Knowledge Transfer Records Retention Schedule.
3.3. It is considered good practice to archive all data in a format that will guarantee long-term access and
with sufficient metadata to aid discovery to encourage follow-up research. Researchers must also comply
with specific funder data management requirements.
3.4. All data that are retained must be registered with the SHU Research Data Archive, whether they are
hosted by the University or maintained elsewhere, even if access to the data is restricted.
4. Open access
4.1. Researchers must be aware of, and comply with, their funders' requirements for data management
including archiving and sharing. If applicable, data must be prepared and offered for deposit in an open
access data repository within the timeframe stipulated by the funder unless there are valid reasons not to
do so. The latter could include commercial confidentiality, infringement of intellectual property rights,
contractual agreements, ethical, legal or regulatory obligations, or where the cost of doing so would be
prohibitive.
4.2. Even if the funder of the research does not require it, researchers are encouraged to make their
archived data accessible to others close to the publication date of any research outputs relying on the data.
The data should be in citeable form. This supports the integrity of the University's research and will be
beneficial for the research community.
4.3. Exclusive rights to re-use or publish research data should not be handed over to commercial
publishers or agents without retaining the rights to make the data openly available for re-use unless this is
a condition of funding.
4.4. Published research outputs reporting publicly funded research must include a short statement
describing how and on what terms any supporting research data may be accessed. Research outputs
deposited in SHURA should also include this statement.
5. Re-using third-party data
5.1. Researchers that gain access to and use open research data, or any data generated by others,
must do so in a manner that respects the contexts under which it was created and must adhere to the same
frameworks and observe any restrictions that may have been imposed during data collection.
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5.2. All users of research data must formally cite the data they use. The obligation to recognise
through citation and acknowledgement the original creators of the data must be respected in all cases.
6. Support and further information
6.1. The University will provide guidelines, advice and training on research data management,
including data management plans, costing of research data management into research proposals, storage
and data protection, creation of descriptive metadata, intellectual property and Freedom of Information
requests for all researchers.
7. Scope
7.1. This policy applies to all publicly-funded research, whether internally or externally funded,
and is considered best-practice for all other research.
7.2. Contractual obligations from an external funder or sponsor of the research will take
precedence over the stipulations in this policy.
This policy was last updated in January 2017.
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Appendix D: Data Management Plan
DMP title
Project Name My plan (SHU Template)
Principal Investigator / Researcher Maher Itani
Institution Sheffield Hallam University
Data Collection
What data will you collect or create?
No data will be collected; the research consists of analysing data that have been
collected prior to joining SHU.
How will the data be collected or created?
N\A
Documentation and metadata
What documentation and metadata will accompany the data?
Data consists mainly of an excel file containing 2000 records and 2 fields: each records
consist of a phrase written in dialectal Arabic and described using one of five specific labels.
The five labels (negative, positive, spam, neutral, or dual) represent the sentiment of each
record as specified by the student conducting the research.
Ethics and Legal Compliance
How will you manage any ethical issues?
Research is using data that is not protected by copyrights; the data being used
consists of 2000 Facebook comments posted publicly on public pages and no on
users' personal profiles. The comments consist of short phrases that do not constitute any
artistic or scientific work. Moreover, all these comments where written in dialectal Arabic
and contain expressions used in everyday life such as "congratulations", "the weather is
nice", etc.
How will you manage copyright and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues?
I checked what data can be copyrighted, the data I’m operating on are not copyrighted
material since they do no constitute any genuine work of any kind, moreover, the mechanism
in which they were posted (selecting public audience and posting them on a public page)
make them available for the public. Details can be found at
https://WWW.facebook.com/help/203805466323736.
Storage and Backup
How will the data be stored and backed up during the research?
We will be using SHU's server to store the data, a local working copy is kept on a personal
laptop that is password restricted. The laptop is kept in a physically secure place all of the
time and not shared.
How will you manage access and security?

Selection and Preservation
What data are of long-term value and should be retained, shared, and / or
preserved?
All data (raw and analysed) will be deposited in the University's Research Data
(SHURDA) before the end of the research project. The data will be retained in the
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archive for a period of 10 years since the last time any third party has requested
access to the data. When depositing the data, no further changes to data formatting will be
required as all necessary actions will have been conducted as the research
progresses
What is the long-term preservation plan for the dataset?
All raw data will be made available.
Data Sharing
How will you share the data?
Are any restrictions on data sharing required?
We will deposit and share our data at the end of the project without any delay. Any
research outputs that are published will contain a statement that refers to the
underlying datasets and how these datasets can be accessed; any restrictions to
access will be outlined and justified in this statement. The raw anonymized data and
the data collection methodologies will be made available on a Creative Commons with
Attribution (CC-BY) or equivalent license. supervisory team.
Responsibility and Resources
Who will be responsible for data management?
SHU
What resources will you require to deliver your plan?
Resources available at SHU
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Appendix E: Classifier Design

Figure E.1 - Form Used to Upload Lexicon, Inverters, and Comments to be Classified

Figure E.2 – Form Used to Load Corpus, Inverters, and Lexicon

Figure E.3 – Form Used to Specify Number of Records
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Figure E.4 – Sample of Classification Results

Figure E.5- Sample of Grouping Results

Figure E.6 – Sample of Filtering Results

Figure E.7- Sample of Classification Summary
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Figure E.8- Frequencies and Percentages of comments of each Class

Figure E.9 – Summary Showing Frequency of Lexemes
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